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(1) 

THE ROLE OF NEIGHBORWORKS AND 
HOUSING COUNSELING INTERMEDIARIES 

IN PREVENTING FORECLOSURES 

Wednesday, May 13, 2009 

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND 

COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY, 
COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL SERVICES, 

Washington, D.C. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:05 p.m., in room 

2128, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Maxine Waters [chair-
woman of the subcommittee] presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Waters, Cleaver, Green, Clay; 
Capito, Biggert, Neugebauer, Marchant, Jenkins, and Lee. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Good afternoon, ladies and gentleman. I 
would like to thank Ranking Member Shelley Moore Capito and 
the other members of the Subcommittee on Housing and Commu-
nity Opportunity for joining me for today’s hearing on, ‘‘The Role 
of NeighborWorks and Housing Counseling Intermediaries in Pre-
venting Foreclosures.’’ 

According to the Center for Responsible Lending, there have 
been over 77,000 new foreclosures since the beginning of this year. 
The Center estimates that by the end of this year, 2.4 million fore-
closures will have occurred, with 9 million projected over the next 
4 years. 

We know that we have to do more to not only prevent fore-
closures, but also to ensure that the loan modifications and repay-
ment plans provided to borrowers are sustainable over the long 
term. 

Nonprofit housing counselors can play an important role in this 
regard. However, many of these counselors face significant chal-
lenges in assisting homeowners. In spite of the mortgage servicing 
industry’s claims that they are modifying more loans, housing 
counselors are still encountering uncooperative and unresponsive 
mortgage servicers. 

In fact, according to NeighborWorks’ own research, counselors 
have reported that they face significant challenges in dealing with 
servicers. 

Specifically, they report that servicers are generally uncoopera-
tive, take at least 45 days to respond to requests, appear to be 
understaffed and overworked, and frequently lose documents. 

While the Making Home Affordable Program is a good start, it 
is clear that unless servicers are required to engage in loss mitiga-
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tion, the rate of foreclosures will only continue to increase. Given 
the obstacles faced by housing counselors, it is important that they 
have the resources they need to assist struggling homeowners. Un-
fortunately, that is often not the case. 

In spite of the $410 million this Congress has provided for the 
NeighborWorks National Foreclosure Mitigation Counseling Pro-
gram, adequate and equitable distribution of that funding remains 
the major concern of the national housing intermediaries whose af-
filiates provide the bulk of this counseling. 

These intermediaries have raised several concerns about how 
NeighborWorks’ system for providing funding is impacting their 
ability to provide much-needed counseling services to homeowners. 
While I understand that funding is limited, it seems that some of 
NeighborWorks’ decisions on what to fund and how to fund it could 
be having impacts on the level of counseling received by home-
owners. 

Specifically, I’m concerned about the seeming over-reliance of 
NeighborWorks on Level 1 counseling. This is counseling that con-
sists of intake and developing a budget for the homeowner. 

This type of counseling does not actually include getting a loan 
modification, or repayment plan for the services. However, this 
type of counseling makes up 69 percent of all counseling performed. 

Level 2 and Level 3 counseling, by contrast, are more in-depth 
and more hands-on. These are the kinds of counseling typically per-
formed by some of the intermediaries who will be testifying later 
on today. 

Given the rising rates of foreclosures, I’m interested to hear from 
our witnesses why Level 1 counseling constitutes such a large per-
centage of the counseling provided. 

I’m also aware of several reimbursement issues that are causing 
difficulties for counseling intermediaries. 

For example, the number of duplicate homeowners requesting 
housing counseling services has frequently been pointed to by 
intermediaries as a leading cause for why they are underfunded. 
Duplications occur when the same homeowners contact different 
counseling agencies to receive help with their mortgages. However, 
only one housing counseling agency can receive payment. 

While I understand NeighborWorks’ concern about the need to 
restrict funding for duplicates, there are several legitimate reasons 
why a homeowner may contact several different housing counseling 
agencies. 

First, the homeowner may have received insufficient counseling 
from one agency and is trying to procure counseling that is more 
suited to his or her needs. 

Second, the homeowner may have obtained a loan modification or 
repayment plan that was unsustainable, and may be in need of a 
new workout. 

Another reimbursement issue is that amount of funding provided 
for these housing counseling activities. 

Level 1 counseling has a lower reimbursement rate of $150 for 
homeowners than Level 2, $250, or Level 3, $350 counseling. 

However, according to some of the intermediaries testifying 
today, these rates fall well short of the true cost of providing coun-
seling, which actually lies between $750 and $1,000. 
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While some intermediaries receive direct funding for mortgage 
services, and can absorb the shortfall, others cannot. This is an im-
portant point. 

Again, I look forward to hearing the witnesses’ views on these 
very important issues. 

I would now like to recognize our ranking member. 
I’m sorry. Ranking Member Capito is ranking to Mrs. Biggert, 

but because Mrs. Biggert has another appointment she has to take, 
I will recognize her for 3 minutes. 

Mrs. BIGGERT. I thank the chairwoman, and I thank the ranking 
member for yielding to me, and I would also like to thank Chair-
woman Waters for holding today’s hearing and for her dedication 
to the issue of housing counseling, which I have been working on 
for it seems like many, many years. 

Most Americans can benefit from housing counseling, a kind of 
financial literacy that builds a financial foundation so that families 
can succeed as homeowners. Counselors are at the front lines of 
our Nation’s housing crisis. They can help homeowners into a loan 
that best meets their budget and needs, steering them away from 
possible foreclosure down the road. 

To that regard, I would like to thank NeighborWorks and all of 
their housing counseling affiliates who have been spearheading ef-
forts to help homeowners across the country keep their homes. 
Thank you. 

For the record, I would also like to thank DuPage and Will Coun-
ty of Illinois housing counselors, who put in long hours to help my 
constituents. The work of our counselors is vital to our housing re-
covery and the future of homeownership. 

Recently, for the third time, and as Title 4 of H.R. 1728, the 
House passed my bill, the Expand and Preserve Homeownership 
Through Counseling Act. 

The bill elevates housing counseling within HUD by establishing 
an office of housing counseling that expands the availability of 
HUD-approved housing counseling services, offers grants to State 
and local agencies, and launches a national outreach campaign. 

It requires HUD to consider appropriate ways, such as through 
technology, to streamline and improve the housing counseling 
grant process—review, approval, and award processes. 

The goal is to lighten the paperwork burden on counseling agen-
cies, especially smaller agencies, so that they can devote more time 
and resources to counseling the homeowners. 

In that regard, I’m interested in learning about how 
NeighborWorks could partner with such an office at HUD and im-
plement similar streamlining efforts. To meet the current unprece-
dented demand, we need our counselors to have the resources and 
technology available to devote time to counseling homeowners 
versus unnecessarily filling out forms. 

At the same time, the counseling agencies should be able to eas-
ily implement transparency measures to ensure that housing coun-
selors are effectively utilizing time and resources to provide hous-
ing counseling to our constituents. 

In conclusion, I look forward to working with my colleagues on 
the committee, as well as the groups represented here today, to 
strengthen the housing counseling efforts across the country. 
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With that, I yield back, and I thank you. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Cleaver, for 2 minutes. 
Mr. CLEAVER. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. Thank you very 

much for calling this hearing to deal with, ‘‘The Role of 
NeighborWorks and Housing Counseling Intermediaries in Pre-
venting Foreclosures.’’ 

This is unquestionably the most significantly depressed moment 
in U.S. history economically, since October of 1929, which launched 
the beginning of the Great Depression. This is the Great Recession, 
and each time unemployment rises, we can expect a corresponding 
rise in the number of foreclosures. 

And if we’re going to have this kind of a problem, we have to 
make sure that the efforts by the U.S. Government to fix the prob-
lems do, in fact, provide remedy. 

I do understand that intermediaries have some concerns about 
how NeighborWorks distributes funds and how much is paid out 
for services rendered, and so I am anxious to hear our witness, Mr. 
Wade, today, delve into these issues. 

And Madam Chairwoman, I yield back the balance of my time. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
I will now recognize Ms. Capito, our ranking member. 
Mrs. CAPITO. Madam Chairwoman, thank you for holding this 

hearing to assess the effectiveness of the counseling programs 
funded by the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation, or 
NeighborWorks, as it is now called. NeighborWorks provides a wide 
range of housing and economic services to primarily low- and mod-
erate-income people. 

This could include homeownership counseling and construction 
rehab, multi-family housing production, and management and eco-
nomic development, and there are 236 of these partnerships oper-
ating in thousands of communities in all of the 50 States, Puerto 
Rico, and the District of Columbia. 

All of them are independent, tax-exempt, community-based, non-
profit entities and use the NeighborWorks funds to leverage other 
private and public funding to achieve their mission. 

While NeighborWorks has traditionally provided housing coun-
seling to home buyers and homeowners, in 2005, NeighborWorks 
turned its focus to the growing number of mortgage loan borrowers 
facing foreclosure by creating the NeighborWorks Center for Fore-
closure Solutions. 

In 2007, Congress created the National Foreclosure Mitigation 
Counseling Program, and NeighborWorks was tasked with its ad-
ministration. 

During the Bush Administration, NeighborWorks received $380 
million through Fiscal Year 2008, and shortly after the Obama Ad-
ministration took over, President Obama announced his plan to 
help troubled borrowers facing foreclosure. Congress appropriated 
an additional $50 million for NeighborWorks in Fiscal Year 2009 
in the omnibus bill. 

Counseling is an important tool in helping potential homeowners 
understand the homeownership process and where they are in the 
process. It can also help troubled borrowers facing foreclosure due 
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to the loss of a job, unexpected health problem, or other life event 
creating financial hardship. 

NeighborWorks received over $410 million in counseling funds 
over the last 2 years, and I think it’s important that Congress con-
duct the appropriate oversight over these programs to make sure 
the money is being used for its intended purpose, and specifically 
that funding recipients are using the funds in an efficient and ef-
fective manner. 

Thank you again for holding this hearing. I look forward to the 
witnesses’ testimony. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Green, you are recognized for 2 minutes. 
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
Madam Chairwoman, I would like to associate myself with your 

comments. I think you spoke eloquently on this subject. And I 
would like to focus for a moment on the servicers. 

Madam Chairwoman, we have had hearing after hearing wherein 
the servicers have been pointed to as a source of a bottleneck in 
the process, and I am eager to hear more about this, because I 
have intelligence indicating that—as you have mentioned—it takes 
servicers 45 to 60 days or more to routinely give a response. 

I’m also concerned about different representatives from servicers 
giving different responses and different solutions, about the docu-
mentation that allegedly is being lost, about refinancing that is not 
affordable to the borrowers, and about the fact that modifications 
are often a lot less than repayment plans are offered. 

Many persons are upside down, and the economy and the hous-
ing crisis has contributed to this, and many of these persons can 
benefit from servicers that are willing to benefit from many of the 
laws that we have passed here in Congress so that they can help 
persons to make modifications such that they can stay in their 
homes. 

So again, I associate myself with your comments, and I’m eager 
to hear more about what the servicers should be doing and what 
they actually are doing. 

I will yield back the balance of my time. Thank you. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Marchant, for 1 minute. 
No? All right. 
Mr. Neugebauer? 
No? No opening statement? 
Mr. Clay, for 1 minute. 
Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and thank you so 

much for calling this hearing today. 
Hopefully, we can get to some of the systemic causes of this fore-

closure crisis. 
Now, we just got recently released data in the last week that 

tells us that African Americans, Hispanic Americans, people of 
color, were twice as likely to be pushed into subprime loans when 
they didn’t necessarily have to have those subprime loans. 

So because of that was that now they are twice as likely to be 
going through foreclosure, when they didn’t have to be. 
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And so hopefully, this hearing today will be an airing of those 
circumstances, what caused people to go into foreclosure, and how 
we can prevent that from ever happening again. 

Madam Chairwoman, I yield back, and thank you for the oppor-
tunity. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
And at this time, I’m pleased to welcome our distinguished first 

panel. Our first witness will be Mr. Ken Wade, the chief executive 
officer of NeighborWorks America. 

I want to thank you for appearing before the subcommittee 
today, and without objection, your written statement will be made 
a part of the record. You will now be recognized for a 5-minute 
summary of your testimony. 

STATEMENT OF KENNETH D. WADE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFI-
CER, NEIGHBORHOOD REINVESTMENT CORPORATION (NOW 
DOING BUSINESS AS NEIGHBORWORKS AMERICA), ACCOM-
PANIED BY JEANNIE FEKADE-SELLASSIE, PROGRAM ADMIN-
ISTRATOR, NATIONAL FORECLOSURE MITIGATION COUN-
SELING PROGRAM 

Mr. WADE. Thank you, Chairwoman Waters. 
I am pleased to be able to be here before the committee and 

Ranking Member Capito, to highlight the successes of 
NeighborWorks America’s efforts in the foreclosure mitigation area, 
and particularly NeighborWorks’ efforts to administer the National 
Foreclosure Mitigation Counseling Program. 

Given the limited time, I will be brief in my oral remarks, allow-
ing for ample opportunity for committee members to ask specific 
questions, but my written testimony does include an extensive pro-
gram overview and information in response to a series of questions 
that we did receive from the committee. 

So in my oral remarks, I’ll provide a brief background on 
NeighborWorks America, touch on some of our broader efforts to 
address the current foreclosure crisis, and then focus the remainder 
of my statement on discussing the National Foreclosure Mitigation 
Counseling Program. 

I do also have with me the person who administers that program 
on a day to day basis, Jeannie Fekade-Sellassie. She’s right behind 
me here. And I may from time to time turn to her for responses 
that might be more detailed and would require me to consult with 
her. 

NeighborWorks America, as you know, was established in 1978 
by Congress. We receive an annual appropriation from the Trans-
portation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies 
Appropriations Act. 

Our board of directors is made up of representatives of the Fed-
eral financial regulatory agencies—the Federal Reserve Board, the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, the Office of Thrift Supervision, and the National Credit 
Union Administration, along with HUD. 

The primary mission of our organization is to extend affordable 
housing opportunities, both rental and homeownership, and to 
strengthen distressed urban, suburban, and rural communities 
across America. 
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Much of our work is carried out through the NeighborWorks net-
work, which is comprised of 235 affiliated community-based organi-
zations serving more than 4,500 urban, suburban, and rural com-
munities in all 50 States, Puerto Rico, and the District of Colum-
bia. 

With the growing foreclosure crisis, NeighborWorks America ex-
panded its efforts on behalf of the Nation’s neighborhoods. 
Throughout our history, we have had an opportunity to support 
community-based practitioners as they work to improve their com-
munities; and because of our work and presence in those commu-
nities, we were an early leader in calling out the growing problem 
of foreclosures. 

We started the NeighborWorks Center for Foreclosure Solutions 
more than 5 years ago. We have been a national leader in training 
and certifying foreclosure counselors. We have convened groups to 
establish the national industry standards for housing and fore-
closure counseling. 

We have supported local and Statewide foreclosure coalitions in 
areas that have been hard-hit by the foreclosure crisis, and we 
sponsored a public education outreach campaign to reach troubled 
borrowers. 

Let me just summarize briefly our results to date in the national 
foreclosure mitigation counseling program. 

To date, a total of $410 million has been appropriated, and the 
first appropriation required that we distribute a minimum of that 
funding, $50 million, within 60 days of award, and NeighborWorks 
was able to award $130 million in the first 60 days. This included 
designing the program from scratch, identifying the eligible appli-
cants, and doing all the work to get a program up and running. 

Because Congress’ funding to NeighborWorks provided funding 
for training as well, we were able to provide training to 1,600 coun-
seling organizations throughout the country. We funded the coun-
selors who have assisted more than 410,000 families facing fore-
closure to date. 

The majority of the people counseled have been minorities, 53 
percent. NFMC grantees also are doing well in serving areas that 
were targeted by subprime and predatory lenders. Thirty-seven 
percent of the clients are in ZIP Codes where the majority of clients 
are minorities. Forty-two NFMC grantees said that they would tar-
get their services also to low- and moderate-income minority neigh-
borhoods or homeowners. 

One of the key statutory requirements that Congress had was for 
the NFMC program to ensure that a substantial portion of the 
funding went to areas of greatest need. 

I see I am running out of time here. So let me just say, we have 
had overall great success with the program, we have learned a lot 
in trying to administer this program, and we look forward to what-
ever questions the committee might have. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wade can be found on page 102 
of the appendix.] 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. I appreciate your 
being here today. 

I will recognize myself for 5 minutes. 
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Most of what I’m concerned about I placed in my opening state-
ment, but let’s get right to this funding issue. 

Mr. WADE. Sure. 
Chairwoman WATERS. I could go into long detail about the coun-

seling services and where I think the strengths and weaknesses 
are, but let’s deal with this duplication issue. 

Will you explain to us how you determine that there are duplica-
tive services, and how you pay, and who gets paid? 

Mr. WADE. Sure. The program was designed to ensure that we 
could get the maximum number of borrowers served with the fund-
ing that was provided, so what we did was set up a program that 
reimbursed the counseling organizations based on their number of 
consumers served, and the level of service that they provided to 
those homeowners. 

We also wanted to ensure again that we could serve the max-
imum number of customers or borrowers, and so we did not allow 
organizations to serve, or we did not allow a consumer or borrower 
to be served more than by one organization except for in one case, 
where a borrower might receive a Level 1 counseling service, and 
would then be eligible to receive a Level 2 service from another or-
ganization or for the same service. 

Chairwoman WATERS. How do you determine that? 
Mr. WADE. That is determined based on the date that the organi-

zations essentially upload the data into the system that would then 
determine who would get the reimbursement for that particular 
homeowner. So it would be a first-come-first-served basis. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Technologically, how do you determine 
that? 

Mr. WADE. That’s based on the date that the organization puts 
the person counseled into the system, because they’re required to 
report on a per-homeowner basis. 

Chairwoman WATERS. So how do you see, if there are two or 
three organizations who have served this person, how is that deter-
mined? 

I know it’s determined by date. So everything comes to you by 
date, and you have a computer model of some kind— 

Mr. WADE. Yes. 
Chairwoman WATERS. —that kicks out the duplication? Will you 

explain that to us? 
Mr. WADE. Sure. What happens is that we use a third-party ven-

dor. The organizations are required to upload their data into the 
system. It records the date that a borrowers information is re-
corded, and the organization that submits that homeowner into the 
system first is the person that would get credited for serving that 
borrower. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Who is your vendor? 
Mr. WADE. Socialserve. We did a competition to select a vendor 

to build this system. We didn’t want to create a permanent infra-
structure— 

Chairwoman WATERS. How much did they charge you for this? 
Mr. WADE. Offhand, I don’t know the charge for— 
Chairwoman WATERS. Ask the young lady behind you— 
Mr. WADE. —but I do know that—do you know? 
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Yes. We didn’t bring that, but as you might recall, we were re-
stricted in the amount of money we could use to administer the 
program, so all of that is within the cost of the administrative cap 
of 4 percent that was imposed on the administration of the pro-
gram. 

Chairwoman WATERS. All right. We’re also hearing that many 
intermediaries believe that NeighborWorks favors Level 1 coun-
seling, which is not as in-depth, over Level 2 counseling. 

In your opinion, does NeighborWorks place more of an emphasis 
on Level 1 counseling? If so, what implication does this have for re-
ducing foreclosures? 

I understand 69 percent of the counseling is in Level 1. Is that 
true? 

Mr. WADE. Sure. And we don’t favor the level of counseling. All 
of that is determined by the local organization. They proposed the 
level of counseling that they would provide when they made their 
application, and they’re allowed to upload borrowers into the sys-
tem based on how they have served the customer. 

So we don’t play any role in choosing how they serve the cus-
tomer. That’s totally driven by the— 

Chairwoman WATERS. So do they have to determine when they 
first sign up, for lack of a better description, what level they want 
to deal with, and are they locked into that level? 

If I sign up, and I say, ‘‘I want to do Level 1, because that’s all 
I know and understand,’’ and then I discover that, really, I can do 
Level 2 or 3, how do I rearrange my contract so that I could do 
that? 

Mr. WADE. That is a good question. The organizations did pro-
pose, on the front end, what they would propose to do. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Yes. 
Mr. WADE. In most cases, the Level 1, the number of Level 1 

counseling units delivered are larger than what was originally pro-
posed by the organizations who have been funded, and I think 
some of the organizations would be better prepared to tell you what 
some of the challenges have been with ending up with more Level 
1s than they had initially expected. 

Chairwoman WATERS. So you’re saying that, in addition to those 
who signed up for Level 1, some of those who said, ‘‘I can do 2 and 
3,’’ are now doing more Level 1s? 

Mr. WADE. Yes. And we— 
Chairwoman WATERS. Do you have any way of correcting that— 
Mr. WADE. Yes. 
Chairwoman WATERS. —so that you can get more to the modi-

fications work with the servicers? 
Mr. WADE. We allow the organizations a 50 percent variance, be-

cause again, we allow them to respond to the homeowners that 
they encounter, and determine the level of service that they think 
is appropriate for them. 

So we give them wide latitude over the original proposed way 
that they had structured their program, given, you know, the chal-
lenges with any new program. 

Chairwoman WATERS. All right. 
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And lastly, I understand that some of those providing services 
also are getting paid by the servicers $1,000 when they can accept 
the $1,000 plus whatever you pay, also? 

Mr. WADE. We have limitations in the program that do not 
allow—will have a limited number amount of reimbursement that 
an organization can receive— 

Chairwoman WATERS. What does that mean? 
Mr. WADE. —for a specific homeowner that they have received 

reimbursement from the program. 
Chairwoman WATERS. So if you have an organization that is re-

ceiving monies from the servicers, $1,000, how many $1,000 reim-
bursements can they receive? 

Mr. WADE. Sure. 
Chairwoman WATERS. What percentage? 
Mr. WADE. Sure. So the way that we have structured the pro-

gram, they are limited to take from the foreclosure mitigation pro-
gram the amount that we reimburse, and then they could take 
from the servicer only an amount up to and what it cost for them 
to provide the service. 

And we do require that they bill the servicer first if they have 
that arrangement. So, in other words, the public money is used as 
a last resort. 

So as an example, there are a number of organizations that had 
relationships with servicers before this program got up and run-
ning. 

Chairwoman WATERS. My question is, do they get that $1,000 in 
addition to reimbursement from you if they’re doing Level 1, 2, or 
3 under your definition? 

Mr. WADE. No, they would not. 
Chairwoman WATERS. So— 
Mr. WADE. They can receive reimbursement for homeowners that 

they have not billed NFMC for. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Well, maybe we’ll get into that a little bit 

more. 
Thank you very much. I will now recognize Ranking Member 

Capito. 
Mrs. CAPITO. Thank you. Thank you. 
Mr. Wade, can you explain to me the $410 million at 

NeighborWorks, and I know that’s a conglomeration of a couple dif-
ferent pots of money, and in your notes, it goes to 230 nonprofits. 

Then, does it then go to other organizations from there? So does 
it pass through more than one? 

What I’m trying to get here is— 
Mr. WADE. Sure. 
Mrs. CAPITO. —I know you’re limited to 4 percent administrative, 

but how many other administrative costs are loaded onto this by 
the time it actually gets to the consumer? 

Mr. WADE. The way this program is structured, there were eligi-
ble applicants prescribed in the legislation, so those included HUD- 
approved housing counseling intermediaries, and I think there are 
about 21 or so in total in the country; every State housing finance 
agency was eligible; and then NeighborWorks organizations who 
were part of that 235 organizations in our network. 
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The national intermediaries and the State housing finance agen-
cies, many of them have sub-recipients who actually carry out the 
counseling activities, and so they were responsible for setting up 
the program, assembling a number of sub-grantees, and then pass-
ing the funding on to those organizations to actually carry out the 
program. 

Mrs. CAPITO. So would there be an administrative fee, then, for 
them, as well? 

Mr. WADE. Yes. 
Chairwoman WATERS. What is that percentage, do you know? 
Mr. WADE. It is 5 to 7 percent, so that we limited the administra-

tive cost to the State housing finance agencies and the inter-
mediaries to anywhere from 5 to 7 percent, and each of them pro-
posed in their application what percentage they would request in 
order to carry out the program. 

And that’s essentially to deal with the reporting requirements 
they’re responsible for, the program administration costs that they 
have, and the follow-up and the documentation that they to do to 
ensure that the grantees are in compliance. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. Now, I’m kind of picking up from your com-
ments that people are—that the organizations are reimbursed; in 
other words, you perform the service, and then you’re reimbursed 
for it. Is that correct? 

Mr. WADE. Well— 
Chairwoman WATERS. Excuse me. Before answering that, I have 

never done this before, but I’m going to interrupt. 
Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. 
Chairwoman WATERS. There are less than 5 minutes on the vote, 

and you can pick it up and complete your question when we return. 
I would like to ask for your patience while we take three votes, 

and we will be right back. Thank you. The hearing is in recess. 
[recess] 
Chairwoman WATERS. Ms. Capito, I interrupted you when you 

were in the middle of your question, so you can start off again with 
your 5 minutes. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. Thank you. 
I believe, as I recall where we were, I was asking you when 

somebody comes in for, or somebody, a client gets, say, the Tier 1 
counseling, then is the organization reimbursed after the coun-
seling occurs when they report? 

Mr. WADE. Right. That’s a good question. The reimbursement 
level is based on the level of service. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Right. 
Mr. WADE. But clearly, in the first draw, an organization actu-

ally receives 68 percent of their total award at first—excuse me— 
at second draw. 

Yes, the first draw is— 
Mrs. CAPITO. What? 
Mr. WADE. We have three draws, a four draw schedule set up. 
Mrs. CAPITO. Oh. 
Mr. WADE. At first draw, once you execute the contract and all 

of the paperwork is in order, you draw down 40 percent of your 
total award before you have delivered any service. 
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Then at draw two, you’re able to draw down 68 percent of your 
total award. 

But the reimbursement is based on a per homeowner reimburse-
ment level, and it’s reconciled to ensure that basically, at the end 
of draw four, you will not exceed the total amount of your award. 

So you’re always in a forward-funded position. That was one of 
the things that groups were concerned about, would there be an op-
portunity to have funding up front in order to get started, even 
though the reimbursement was based on a per homeowner basis. 

Mrs. CAPITO. So when the grant is given, you’re estimating the 
number of people they would serve? 

Mr. WADE. Yes, absolutely. 
Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. And what if they don’t meet those expecta-

tions? Then in the fourth tranche, they don’t get their final— 
Mr. WADE. Right, right. So the idea— 
Mrs. CAPITO. Is that a year schedule for— 
Mr. WADE. I’m sorry? 
Mrs. CAPITO. A disbursement schedule over a year, or over 6 

months, or— 
Mr. WADE. Well, it’s based on the level of programmatic activity 

that they have achieved. 
So, for instance, for level—the second draw, once an organization 

achieves, yes, 25 percent of their units of service, then they’re al-
lowed to take the second draw. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. So that’s an accountability measure for you— 
Mr. WADE. Yes. 
Mrs. CAPITO. —and a transparency measure. I appreciate that. 
Mr. WADE. Right. 
Mrs. CAPITO. I noticed that of the $180 million that was funded 

through the NFMC, $30 million of that was for legal services. 
Mr. WADE. Yes. 
Mrs. CAPITO. Can you tell me how you’re tracking that, how that 

has been expended— 
Mr. WADE. Sure. 
Mrs. CAPITO. —and any other information about— 
Mr. WADE. A little bit. Sure. 
Now, that funding had a limitation on what it could be used for. 

It was not allowed to be used for any civil litigation. It could be 
used to assist a homeowner who had any other variety of issues 
that might need legal consultation. 

The funding goes— 
Mrs. CAPITO. Surrounding the purchase of a home, or I mean 

surrounding— 
Mr. WADE. No, no, around— 
Mrs. CAPITO. —their foreclosure? 
Mr. WADE. —around their foreclosure— 
Mrs. CAPITO. Not other issues? 
Mr. WADE. Right. No, no. You’re absolutely right. Around fore-

closure-related issues. 
So, for instance, there were consumers whom a counselor might 

have thought had been defrauded, as an example, so you could con-
sult a legal organization in order to help you understand whether 
there might be a cause of action that could be brought on behalf 
of that homeowner. 
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Mrs. CAPITO. How much of that has been expended, do you 
know? 

Mr. WADE. We have awarded roughly $25 million of it; $5 million 
was returned to the Treasury because there was a lack of demand 
for that in the second round of applications, so we did not fully 
award the total $30 million. And so roughly $25 million was award-
ed. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Could those go to like a legal aid or something of 
that nature? 

Mr. WADE. Well, the organizations were the eligible applicants, 
so they had to be the counseling organizations that actually re-
ceived the funding. 

They could, in partnership with a legal aid organization, pay the 
legal aid attorneys to do the work. They could hire attorneys them-
selves. We allowed either arrangement. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. Last question on the servicers. 
I think that’s a real sore spot in terms—I know in my office, try-

ing to help people reach their servicer is very difficult and frus-
trating, and then a lot of strong-arming or, you know, at least not 
being able to get the answers quickly, and I noticed that’s part of 
the complaints by a lot of the counselors, where the weaknesses 
are. 

What steps should be taken to help mitigate this problem? 
Mr. WADE. Well, clearly, one of the things that will be helpful, 

we assume, would be the new program that has been rolled out. 
Up until this point, there had not been a widespread program 

that most servicers subscribed to. There were a lot of initiatives 
that one servicer or one lender might have, but was not broadly 
available. 

You also had the complication of servicers who typically service 
for a variety of investors, all of whom had different rules, and that 
created confusion, additional time and energy for both servicers to 
sort through what they could do with a customer who might be in 
a loan that was owned by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac versus some-
thing that was in a private label security, and those caused com-
plications, as well. 

So we think the new program will go a long ways toward helping 
address that. We also assume that the incentive payments that are 
being paid to servicers through the TARP program give them an 
additional incentive to get consumers either refinanced or modified. 
So we think that will be a great help. 

And presumably, that additional funding will also help them ad-
dress the capacity challenges, because I mean, at some point, at the 
end of the day, it just seemed like they didn’t have enough people 
to deal with the demand as it scaled up. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
Chairwoman WATERS. You’re welcome. 
Mr. Cleaver, for 5 minutes. 
Mr. CLEAVER. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
Mr. Wade, thank you for being here. 
Are the individual intermediaries who provide telephone coun-

seling compensated at the same rate as those who perform face-to- 
face counseling? 

Mr. WADE. That’s a good question. 
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I mean, really, we have organized the reimbursement based on 
the level of service you provide, irrespective of modality. So Level 
1 can be delivered by telephone or in person, as can the other lev-
els of counseling, as well. So it’s not tied to whether it’s telephonic 
or in person. It’s the level of service you provide the homeowner. 

Mr. CLEAVER. Do you have any data that would suggest that ei-
ther of the services, either by telephone or in person, is more 
impactful? You know, when you audit the program at the end of 
the year, I mean— 

Mr. WADE. No, that’s a good question. 
One of the challenges we have right now is, we don’t get perform-

ance data from the servicers, so we have hired Urban Institute to 
use a third-party service that all the servicers report in to, that has 
loan performance in it. 

We will be doing matches with the homeowners assisted through 
this program to be able to track the performance of those home-
owners over time. So we will be in a position to answer that ques-
tion more definitively. 

We have a preliminary report where they have done some pre-
liminary matches that we think we’ll be able to release by the end 
of this month that will give us some initial data, but I would say 
the early matches have suggested that about, in total, about 76 
percent of the homeowners who have been helped in this program, 
or have been counseled, are still in their homes. 

Now, we don’t have that broken out by type of service, but we 
will be able to do that. 

Mr. CLEAVER. Madam Chairwoman, I don’t know when that in-
formation would be available to the committee, but if the Chair 
would so embrace, I would love to have some information on that 
research as soon as possible. 

Mr. WADE. Yes. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
The Chair will, for the record, ask that the research be submitted 

to us— 
Mr. WADE. Sure, absolutely. 
Chairwoman WATERS. —as soon as possible. 
Mr. WADE. Absolutely. 
Mr. CLEAVER. It’s all trying to make sure that, at this difficult 

moment economically, we do what is working. 
Do you encourage the borrower to contact the community-based 

agencies who are providing the service? 
Mr. WADE. Absolutely. I mean, NeighborWorks, we do provide a 

Web site where a consumer can go and look up the local organiza-
tion that’s closest to them. We also refer consumers to the home-
ownership preservation homeowners hotline. 

And so we provide the opportunity to refer borrowers to the 
range of counseling opportunities that are available to them. 

Mr. CLEAVER. Other than public service announcements, and I 
have heard a few in Kansas City—we have an agency in Kansas 
City that does, in fact, subcontract with you. 

But other than the public service announcements I have heard, 
and of course I’m only home on the weekends, but I have not seen 
any other advertisement that would attract people who are in trou-
ble to go to them. 
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In the budget, are there dollars expended for getting the word 
out? 

Mr. WADE. Right. We have in the grants that were made to the 
eligible applicants, they are allowed to use a portion of those grant 
funds for outreach. 

We have, through our own efforts as well, contributed to a range 
of outreach efforts. We have worked with local organizations to do 
local outreach fairs. 

We have done work with local organizations to do local telethons, 
to provide literature or resources so they could do door-to-door out-
reach. We have done a couple of telethons with Univision, one in 
Boston and I don’t remember where the other one was offhand, in 
order to reach borrowers. 

So we’re trying a variety of means. I would say we have not done 
anything in any extensive way to do paid advertising. 

That’s very expensive, and so we have not spent any money on 
paid advertising, other than maybe a few times when we might 
have been participating, and folks bought an ad in a local commu-
nity-based newspaper or something like that. 

Mr. CLEAVER. Well, I just think marketing is so critically impor-
tant in this arena. It’s amazing how little, I mean, with all of the 
modes of communication we have today, it’s amazing. 

Congressman John Lewis was asked the question, at a town hall 
meeting, ‘‘Do you live in the White House?’’ And of course, he told 
them no. 

But at a time when all this information seems to be available, 
the truth is, it seems that no information is available. 

I run into people over and over and over again who are unaware 
of the program, in spite of the fact that I know in Kansas City, the 
agency involved is doing everything all day, 24 hours a day, but it 
doesn’t seem to be resonating like it should, and I would just sug-
gest that we think about marketing. 

I yield back—I don’t have any more time. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you, Mr. Cleaver. 
Mr. Green. 
Mr. GREEN. He yields back the time that he has borrowed. 

Thank you. 
And, Mr. Cleaver, am I to understand that Mr. Lewis has moved 

out of the White House? 
Thank you for appearing, Mr. Wade. I will try to be as brief as 

possible. 
But I do want to know if I am getting some sort of mixed signal, 

because on the one hand, we get indications of servicers wanting 
to modify, not refinance, not give a payment plan, but wanting to 
modify, and on the other hand, I have information here today indi-
cating that there is some degree of difficulty associated with get-
ting modifications. 

So which is correct, please? 
Mr. WADE. Well, early on, when this program first began, there 

were only a handful of modification programs out there that were 
substantially reducing the payments of homeowners. I think that’s 
a fact. 

So early on in the program’s history, the vast majority of modi-
fications offered to homeowners were basically repayment plans, 
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and they were probably not sustainable, although our data will 
probably help validate that. 

Over time, as new programs were introduced, more servicers 
were providing more substantial modifications. 

And I would say it really wasn’t until the IndyMac program that 
got initiated by the FDIC, was there, in a sense, with the whole 
portfolio, an approach that created a modification opportunity that 
was driven by the borrower’s ability to pay. 

And I think that’s the standard that was set with the IndyMac 
program, that was built on based on the new Administration’s pro-
gram. 

Mr. GREEN. If I may, are you receiving some resistance, no re-
sistance? Kindly give me some indication as to what the cir-
cumstance is. 

Mr. WADE. The interface with the servicers is still a big problem. 
So even with the new program, it’s—you know, we had a feedback 
session again with some counseling organizations last week. 

A number of them indicated that even though many of the 
servicers have signed up for the Administration’s program, when 
they contacted the servicer to get their, you know, borrower en-
gaged, they were told that, ‘‘We have signed up, we’re not ready 
yet, our systems aren’t up and running yet.’’ 

So I think there are still challenges with the servicers, no ques-
tion about it. It’s still a problem. 

Mr. GREEN. Have you received any intelligence indicating that 
servicers may have been amenable, or maybe I should say more 
amenable, to modification when there was the possibility of the 
bankruptcy option, and now that the possibility has been removed, 
there is less compliance, or less of a desire to modify? 

What I’m getting at is very simply this: Did bankruptcy have an 
impact, the possibility of bankruptcy have an impact on the behav-
ior of servicers? 

Can you kindly respond? 
Mr. WADE. We have not done anything to do any broad-based 

survey in that regard. 
Mr. GREEN. Any anecdotal? 
Mr. WADE. Right. No, no. 
I have been on a couple of panels, in places where servicers have 

participated, and there was an assumption that, if homeowners 
were allowed to have their principal residence considered in bank-
ruptcy, that it would create a backstop that would motivate more 
servicers to be more aggressive with their modifications. 

Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I’ll yield back. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
I would like to yield to each member additional time. We have 

so few members here today. 
And I yield to myself an additional 2 minutes, because it’s very 

important for us to learn more about what is happening with 
NeighborWorks, because of the concerns that have been raised in 
several quarters. 

First, I would like to ask you, for those counseling agencies that 
put a value on their work, and they are getting paid from the 
servicers, if they say that their work is worth $1,000, and the 
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servicers give them $600, can they get a maximum, what, $350, 
from you to make up for what they value their services at? 

Mr. WADE. Well, I think theoretically, they could, in this regard. 
The program is designed— 

Chairwoman WATERS. Not theoretically. What are the rules? 
Mr. WADE. Well, when I say, the rules are that an organization 

that has a contract with the servicer must take the servicer pay-
ment first. 

If that does not fully cover their costs, then they can also bill the 
NFMC program for the balance of what their total costs might be. 

Chairwoman WATERS. So you have some counselors who are 
making a lot more money than other counselors? 

Mr. WADE. We don’t think that is the case, because we have done 
179 on-site compliance reviews, and in no case in those reviews 
were any of those groups billing the NFMC program and receiving 
a payment from the servicer for the same client. 

So we do monitor that, because we want to ensure that, number 
one, the taxpayers’ money is the last— 

Chairwoman WATERS. Of course, but what I’m asking, what I 
really want to know is what the rules are, if, in fact, they say, ‘‘My 
services are worth $1,000,’’ and they have a contract—I don’t know 
what the contract says, with the servicers. The contract should 
cover whatever it is they agreed upon. 

But if the servicer says, ‘‘I’m not paying you $1,000,’’ and they 
bill you $350 of that, they can get the $650 or whatever from the 
servicer plus $350 from you, if they decide to ask you for it? 

Mr. WADE. Yes, I would say the rules probably do permit that, 
but again, we have had no occasion from our on-site reviews where 
that has been the case, and we have been pretty clear in the pro-
gram guidance that there are limitations on what this program is 
willing to reimburse for the services provided. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Okay, I don’t quite understand your an-
swer. 

If those are the rules that they are working by, you are saying 
that they don’t really apply the rules, and they don’t ask for what 
the rules say they can have, but that’s a part of the rules, that they 
could do that? 

Mr. WADE. Well, I would say this. A group would have to dem-
onstrate that what they are providing, just as an example, to follow 
your example, say that they say that what they do costs $1,500, 
they would have to document that and we would have to accept 
that it was accurate and appropriate— 

Chairwoman WATERS. Can all of the counselors in the program 
do that, or just certain ones who have contracts with servicers? 

Mr. WADE. Now, do which piece? The— 
Chairwoman WATERS. Does everyone have the opportunity to re-

quest reimbursement from the servicers and from you? 
Mr. WADE. Yes. Yes. Everyone has that opportunity. 
I mean, if they have an agreement with the servicer, we don’t 

control that— 
Chairwoman WATERS. So everyone does not have that oppor-

tunity? For those counselors who don’t have contracts with 
servicers, they cannot get the same amount that someone else is 
getting because they have a contract? Is that right? 
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Mr. WADE. That is true. That is true. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Okay. Secondly, let me ask, you talked 

about the HUD-approved counselors, the housing finance agencies, 
and NeighborWorks. 

Do your reimbursements work the same for each of these agen-
cies? 

Mr. WADE. Yes. Exactly the same. There’s no difference. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Okay— 
Mr. WADE. Well, only in one case. The intermediaries and the 

State housing finance agencies get an additional amount. They can 
bill up to 7 percent for administrative— 

Chairwoman WATERS. Why? 
Mr. WADE. Because they are typically administering a program 

that has sub-recipients, and so we allowed for that. 
So for instance, NeighborWorks organizations are only allowed 

reimbursement on a per-person basis up to now, in round two, the 
$450, and an additional 20 percent for programmatic support, as 
all counseling agencies can receive, and then the State housing fi-
nance agencies and national intermediaries are also allowed up to 
an additional 7 percent to administer a group of sub-recipients. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Let me just move on, and I want to note 
that, so that we can take a closer look at that. 

Intermediaries are also concerned that NeighborWorks’ various 
reporting requirements are confusing, change frequently without 
notice, and are time-consuming, and punitive. 

For example, if one field is left unfilled, the intermediary won’t 
be paid. So they do the work, they submit, and they have fields 
that they have to fill out, or close in, or however you do it. If one 
is left unfilled, then what do you do, kick it back to them? 

Mr. WADE. We have a number of fields that they are required to 
report. There are some fields that are optional. 

The required reporting elements are required to be completed be-
fore they are allowed to get reimbursed for the service provided. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Did you recently change your guidelines so 
that a number of these counseling agencies had to re-enter their 
600 data files? 

Mr. WADE. Well, we—how many data files, I’m sorry? 
Chairwoman WATERS. Six hundred. 
Mr. WADE. I’m not aware of the number of— 
Chairwoman WATERS. Did you recently change some guidelines? 
Mr. WADE. We have made some changes. For round two, we did 

add some additional data elements, because there were some addi-
tional requirements that came with the second round of funding, 
that we had to include. 

We did make some changes in round one to allow a little more 
flexibility, so there were some data elements that started out as 
being required, that we moved to optional in order to give groups 
additional flexibility. 

Chairwoman WATERS. So the question becomes, when you make 
changes, and your counseling agencies don’t know about those 
changes, they are not informed in a timely fashion, if they submit 
under the old rules, are you penalizing them? 

Mr. WADE. No, we give groups adequate notice on changes that 
are made to the reporting, and we don’t penalize groups. 
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We always allow groups to—so, for instance, if you submit infor-
mation on a client and it’s not complete, you are notified, and you 
have the opportunity to correct that and get it back in the system 
so you can get reimbursed. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Okay. Thank you very much. We appre-
ciate your being here today. We will continue our questioning with 
the next panel, unless we have members who have additional—yes? 

Mr. GREEN. I have. Yes, thank you. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Yes, please, Mr. Green. 
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
Mr. Wade, let’s quickly visit on the question of diversity within 

your business model. I’m talking now about Asian Americans and 
Pacific Islanders, specifically, as well as others. 

But can you address the question of diversity in terms of how 
you’re able to communicate with communities that have rich cul-
tures, but require, I think, some linguistic talents available to 
them? 

Mr. WADE. Well, we did ask all organizations to clarify the popu-
lation groups they were going to serve, what language capacities 
they had to serve that client base, and we took that into account 
in both the awards that were made, and we do, you know, obvi-
ously capture demographic information on who the agencies have 
served. 

Mr. GREEN. Have you made awards to organizations that are 
identifiably Asian American or Pacific Islander, in terms of the 
community that they will perform outreach to? 

Mr. WADE. We have done a few awards to NeighborWorks orga-
nizations who fit that category. 

As I recall, none of the State housing finance agencies or HUD 
intermediaries would qualify as Asian American or Pacific Islander 
organizations. 

Mr. GREEN. And is there some reason why they wouldn’t qualify? 
Mr. WADE. Well, just, they’re not—no one has become a HUD 

housing counseling intermediary, so that was a limitation in the 
legislation. 

Now, there are sub-recipients of State housing finance agencies 
and the other intermediaries who would qualify as organizations 
based in that community, but there is no—there are no HUD hous-
ing counseling intermediaries that meet that qualification. 

Mr. GREEN. Because my time is up, let me just ask if you would, 
in writing, give me the list of those that cater to the communities 
that I have called to your attention? 

Mr. WADE. Sure. Absolutely. 
Mr. GREEN. All right. Thank you very much. Thank you, Madam 

Chairwoman. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Cleaver, did you have any additional questions? 
Mr. CLEAVER. One question, Madam Chairwoman. Thank you. 
One of the problems we have, and our Chair has been dealing 

with this, in the Financial Services Committee, we try to get small, 
minority businesses involved, and one of the problems we always 
run into is the payment schedule. 
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You know, you have a subcontractor who is doing work for a 
major, and if they are 45 days late, you know, paying the subcon-
tractor, it could almost put him or her out of business. 

And I guess the same question I’m asking of you, about those 
who are involved in the program, is there any undue length of time 
between the time there’s a submission or an invoice—I don’t know 
how— 

Mr. WADE. Absolutely. I understand the question. 
And we provided guidance to all the national intermediaries that 

they should provide reimbursement to the sub-recipients within 14 
days, because we did understand the challenge with smaller orga-
nizations who, you know, are trying to provide this service— 

Mr. CLEAVER. Is it happening? Do you know— 
Mr. WADE. We do understand that there are a couple of State 

housing finance agencies that have chosen to do this on a strictly 
cost-reimbursement basis, but otherwise— 

Mr. CLEAVER. That should be unacceptable. 
Mr. WADE. Right. 
Mr. CLEAVER. That’s unacceptable. I mean, we can run people 

out of business. 
Mr. WADE. Right. 
Mr. CLEAVER. And these are not-for-profit agencies, which means 

they don’t have a reserve, or anything else. I don’t know how we 
address this, but I really— 

Mr. WADE. We did learn that recently, in a debriefing session 
that we had. We are going to follow-up with those couple of State 
housing finance agencies to understand exactly, you know, what’s 
going on there. And we are considering whether there are addi-
tional requirements that we need to develop in order to address 
that issue. 

Mr. CLEAVER. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
And again, I appreciate your testifying before us today, and I as-

sure you that one of the things we’re going to have to do is to make 
sure that the complaints that we are getting are followed up and 
investigated, for those agencies who feel that they are not being 
paid properly, that their work has been consigned to the Number 
1 level, etc., and they feel that other agencies are getting paid 
more, or you have this business about those who are contracting 
with servicers getting paid more. 

We really do have to make sure that we have fairness and equal-
ity in the payment for these services. Otherwise, this whole thing 
is going to unravel. 

Thank you very much for being here today. 
The Chair notes that some members may have additional ques-

tions for this witness, which they may wish to submit in writing. 
Without objection, the hearing record will remain open for 30 days 
for members to submit written questions to this witness and to 
place his responses in the record. 

This panel is now dismissed, and I would like to welcome again 
the second panel: Ms. Colleen Hernandez, president and CEO, 
Homeownership Preservation Foundation; Ms. Susan Keating, 
president and CEO, National Foundation for Credit Counseling; 
Ms. Lisa Hasegawa, executive director, National Coalition for 
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Asian Pacific American Community Development; Mr. Cy Richard-
son, vice president, housing and community development, National 
Urban League; and Ms. Janis Bowdler, associate director, Wealth- 
Building Policy Project, NCLR. 

Thank you all for being here today. 
Again, without objection, your written statements will be made 

a part of the record. 
You will now be recognized for a 5-minute summary of your testi-

mony, starting with Ms. Colleen Hernandez. 

STATEMENT OF COLLEEN HERNANDEZ, PRESIDENT AND 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, HOMEOWNERSHIP PRESERVA-
TION FOUNDATION 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
I am president of the Homeownership Preservation Foundation, 

and I certainly appreciate the opportunity to testify today, along 
with my colleagues in the housing industry, to share some of the 
challenges that we face in serving homeowners. 

My group was formed in 2003, and our mission is to be the trust-
ed ally to the homeowner, providing help and hope and support for 
folks facing foreclosure. 

We own and operate the Homeowner’s HOPE Hotline, 888–995– 
HOPE, which provides free telephone counseling service to dis-
tressed homeowners. The hotline operates 24/7, all over America. 

In the last 16 months, we have counseled 486,000 homeowners. 
On an average day now, we receive 7,000 calls. 

So today, I would like to discuss how and where we do our work, 
where our funding comes from, what results we produce, and what 
challenges we face. 

How does the hotline work? When you dial this number, you talk 
to a call center worker who answers your questions. About 30 per-
cent of the people who call simply have questions. And then they 
dispatch the call to counselors. 

Now, we give all homeowners a choice. We say to them when 
they want counseling, ‘‘Would you rather have face-to-face coun-
seling or telephone counseling?’’ 

If they say face-to-face counseling, our locator database finds the 
counseling agencies who have asked us to receive calls, and tells 
the caller what the three closest agencies to them are. 

If they choose a telephone counselor, they’re connected to one of 
our 600 counselors at 9 HUD-approved nonprofits in our network: 
Auriton; Springobard; Novadebt; Money Management Inter-
national; Greenpath; By Design; and the Consumer Credit Coun-
seling Services of Atlanta, San Francisco, and Dallas. 

Our counselors are the trusted allies of homeowners. As a ref-
erence, I provide in the packet the information, an article in the 
Washington Post that describes a day in the life of a hotline coun-
selor, and what transpires during a counseling session. 

Counselors basically listen to the story of the homeowner. They 
say, ‘‘You’re behind in your mortgage. What happened?’’ And then 
they listen for as long as it takes to that story, and within the story 
are the nuggets of the solution. 

After that, they review, in great detail, the income and expenses, 
and during that time, the light bulbs begin going off in the mind 
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of the homeowner about the choices that they have on how they 
earn their money, how they spend their money, and how they 
might dedicate more resources to their mortgage. 

We are a trusted third party that takes fresh eyes and an inde-
pendent look at their options and helps them determine the best 
bet for saving their home. We are also a bridge to the servicers. 

Where do we do our work? All over America. In America, there 
are 43,000 ZIP Codes, and last year we counseled people in 22,777 
of them. That’s part of the beauty of the hotline. Everybody with 
access to a telephone can access this service, and they can do it at 
their convenience, any time of the day or night. 

Where does our funding come from? This year is $62 million: $15 
million comes from NFMC, NeighborWorks; $46 million from mort-
gage servicers, who are reimbursed by investors; $1 million from 
HUD; and $720,000 from Fannie Mae. 

The funding we receive from industry is significant, because it’s 
flexible. The more we counsel, the more they pay. But more impor-
tantly, it’s helpful to homeowners, because in the counseling proc-
ess, we capture data from them which we transfer instantaneously 
to the servicer, to give them the jumpstart that they need to re-
solve the problem. 

Does the work that we do produce results? Every day I ask my-
self that question, and the answer is yes. And here’s how we know. 

A member of our network, CCCS of Atlanta, studied 21,000 peo-
ple who received counseling in 2007. After 1 year, they looked at 
data from the credit reports, and they saw that, in fact, 71 percent 
of the people counseled were still in their homes and had avoided 
foreclosure. Copies of that research are on our Web site. 

So when we evaluate the effectiveness of the hotline, we asked 
the following: 

Did homeowners reach out for help? Yes. About 7,000 a day. 
Did they go through counseling? Yes. About 2,000 a day. 
Did their information get to servicers? Yes. 100 percent of the 

time. 
Did they avoid foreclosure? Yes. About 70 percent of the time. 
There are a couple of challenges that I would like to highlight 

for your attention today, and the first is that scams are prolifer-
ating. 

Every day, the first thing I do in the morning is Google fore-
closure prevention, and every day there is a new scam that prom-
ises results for just a couple thousand dollars, and I know you’re 
aware of that and are doing what you can. 

The second challenge is, there is so much talent and commitment 
in the housing counseling industry, much of it represented at this 
table, and yet the resources don’t match the demand. 

Our desire at the Homeowner’s HOPE Hotline is to give every 
consumer who calls the choice between face-to-face counseling and 
telephone counseling, and to make sure that there are adequate re-
sources. The homeowners in America count on the counseling in-
dustry, and we are counting on you. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hernandez can be found on page 

69 of the appendix.] 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
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Ms. Susan Keating. 

STATEMENT OF SUSAN C. KEATING, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR CREDIT 
COUNSELING (NFCC) 

Ms. KEATING. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
I am Susan Keating, the president and CEO of the National 

Foundation for Credit Counseling. 
And just by way of background, the NFCC is the Nation’s oldest 

and largest network of community-based nonprofit financial coun-
seling agencies. 

We have been in existence for almost 6 decades, and have 106 
member agencies that provide services in nearly 850 communities 
across this country. 

As the largest HUD housing counseling intermediary, and as one 
of the largest recipients of funding under the National Foreclosure 
Mitigation Counseling Program, the NFCC is very proud of its abil-
ity to provide housing-related counseling, as well as a broad range 
of financial counseling and education services. Last year alone, 
NFCC member agencies provided services to over 3 million con-
sumers. 

The NFCC commends Congress for recognizing the value of coun-
seling in stemming the tide of foreclosures and for providing fund-
ing to make counseling available to those at risk of losing their 
homes. 

Has the NFMC Program made a difference? The answer is an 
unequivocal yes. While I could provide you with literally thousands 
of stories of the people the NFCC has assisted, let me give you two 
examples. 

A couple in Sumter, South Carolina, were both tragically diag-
nosed with cancer 7 months apart. Because of their medical ex-
penses, they were 3 months delinquent on their mortgage and 
home equity loan. We helped them to get both loans modified with 
significantly reduced interest rates, resulting in a savings of $375 
per month. 

A single parent in Thousand Oaks, California, went through a di-
vorce and then lost her job. The ARM on her home reset, and she 
could not afford the new payments. In an effort to save her home, 
she turned to a ‘‘workout company’’ that charged fees, but provided 
no assistance. Then she came to us. We helped her structure a 
household budget, modified her mortgage, and her savings was 
$600 per month. 

Through the NFMC Program, Congress has made it possible for 
thousands of American families to not only keep their homes, but 
to begin the process of rebuilding their financial lives. However, 
there is lots more still to be done, and I would really like to focus 
on four specific areas. 

First of all, the mortgage crisis reflects a national failure to pro-
mote housing counseling. As a consequence, a significant number 
of homeowners bought homes they could not afford with mortgages 
they did not understand. 

The remedy is pre-purchase counseling for first-time home buy-
ers, and also for those who are considering subprime or non-tradi-
tional mortgages. 
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The creation of the Office of Housing Counseling within HUD, as 
passed by the House last week, represents a major step forward. 

Second, if we are to sustain housing-related counseling, there 
must be long-term funding for the NFMC Program and other coun-
seling initiatives. 

Federal grants have helped finance the expansion of housing 
counseling, but without additional and dedicated Federal funding, 
nonprofit agencies will not be able to provide these vital services. 

Third, it is imperative that consumers have access to counseling 
services that meet their individual needs. The NFCC was critical 
of the Bush Administration’s efforts to funnel all mortgage fore-
closure prevention inquiries through a government-sanctioned hot-
line operated by a single intermediary, which in turn utilized the 
services of only 10 counseling agencies. 

Given the size and scope of the problem, it made no sense to 
limit the resources being used to address it when there were many 
other HUD-approved agencies that were ready and able to provide 
assistance. 

While there have been some improvements, it is unfortunate that 
the new Administration has not recognized this weakness and is 
following along the same path. 

When homeowners call the government-sanctioned hotline, they 
should be entitled to seek counseling services through a qualified 
entity that best represents their needs, whether that be the local 
NFCC member agency, a faith-based organization, or another com-
munity-based group. Consumers should have access to all available 
resources, and that has not happened. 

Fourth, today we are focused on fixing financial problems. Look-
ing forward, we have to do more to prevent financial problems with 
broad-based financial education and literacy programs. 

The NFCC’s recent financial literacy survey found that 41 per-
cent of Americans grade themselves a C, D, or F on personal finan-
cial knowledge. Only 42 percent keep track of their spending, and 
more than one-quarter say they do not pay their bills on time. 

Twenty-eight percent of mortgage holders admit that their mort-
gages have different terms than what they thought they had when 
they took out the loan. Is it any wonder why we had a financial 
meltdown? 

We believe there has to be a national strategy for financial lit-
eracy, and a national system of delivery. We must empower con-
sumers to better understand the services and products that are 
being offered. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you so much. 
Ms. KEATING. Thank you, and thank you for this opportunity. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Keating can be found on page 79 

of the appendix.] 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
Ms. Hasegawa. 

STATEMENT OF LISA HASEGAWA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL COALITION FOR ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN COMMU-
NITY DEVELOPMENT (NATIONAL CAPACD) 

Ms. HASEGAWA. Thank you, Chairwoman Waters, and members 
of the committee. 
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And I just want to also thank Congressman Green, for your lead-
ership with the Congressional APA Caucus’ Housing Task Force. 
So I thank you. 

I am Lisa Hasegawa, and I’m the executive director of the Na-
tional Coalition for Asian Pacific American Community Develop-
ment. We’re celebrating our 10-year anniversary this year. 

And I’m here today to really highlight what some of the struc-
tural issues have been in terms of access to NFMC funding for 
Asian American and Pacific Islanders serving community-based or-
ganizations. 

Unfortunately for Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, histori-
cally, the system of housing counseling basically has been like 
NFMC—I’m sorry—the NeighborWorks affiliates and mainstream 
organizations, and there hasn’t been—at this time, there are prob-
ably about five API-specific HUD-approved housing counseling or-
ganizations, and none of them receive funding from HUD. 

And so I think that there’s a major gap in terms of the existing 
system for serving our communities in a linguistically and cul-
turally competent manner. 

Now, we have been working, over the past several years, with 
NeighborWorks, with the Homeownership Preservation Founda-
tion, etc., to build that capacity, but it has been a challenge. 

I think that what unintentionally has happened with the infu-
sion of resources with the NFMC program has actually widened the 
capacity gap. 

It was—I think it made sense for the—for NeighborWorks Amer-
ica, when they were designing this program, to invest resources 
where there was existing capacity, but unfortunately for Asian 
Americans and Pacific Islanders, it infused resources into a system 
that didn’t serve us to begin with. 

And so let me just go over a little bit about what we are doing 
to try to partner. 

Again, we are currently working with the National Council of La 
Raza, and several of our member organizations have been able to 
get NFMC contracts through partnering with the National Council 
of La Raza. So Seema Agnani, who was here earlier, with Chhaya 
CDC from New York, they are an organization that has language 
capacity in five different South Asian languages, and they’re serv-
ing the Queens Community in New York and Jackson Heights. 

And they just recently did a study, for example, doing their own 
data and research, looking at the foreclosure listings, and doing a 
name count, and they came out with a study that basically said 
that over 50 percent of the foreclosures in a particular time period 
in certain ZIP Codes were with South Asian families, and they 
think that was a conservative estimate. 

We have been seeing those kinds of stories from our organiza-
tions, particularly those that are serving the Filipino community in 
California, the Korean community in Southern California, the 
Southeast Asian community in Central Valley in Minnesota, and 
the South Asian community, particularly in the Jackson Heights 
area. 

There’s a recent Federal Reserve report that came out that vali-
dated that, where they looked at our population data, and overlaid 
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that with a map of where Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders 
were living, and so there was a lot of correlation. 

Unfortunately, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data does not 
disaggregate by Asian American and Pacific Islander sub-popu-
lations, so it has been very difficult to really show the challenges 
our communities have been facing. I have additional statistics in 
my written testimony that go further to show that need. 

There have been some positive steps forward. We have been 
working with Bank of America and Freddie Mac in particular to 
fund some of the work that we have been doing that hasn’t fit with-
in the prescripted eligible activities and grants requirements that 
is currently existing with NeighborWorks America’s NFMC pro-
gram. 

And so those flexible dollars have been really helpful for us to 
build the capacity of our organizations. We have gotten— 
NeighborWorks has given us scholarships to their trainings, to 
train more counselors who are bilingual and bicultural, but that 
kind of capacity building takes time. 

And so what we have been trying to do, for example, is to create 
systems and models where community-based organizations that 
have a lot of expertise and a lot of capacity, that have the language 
capabilities, that have the trust with the communities, they can 
play a role in this foreclosure crisis. 

They really want to play a role, but because only certified hous-
ing counseling and foreclosure counseling organizations were eligi-
ble for that funding, basically, they have been telling me that they 
are blocking the doors for some of the NFMC counseling organiza-
tions, because they are being asked to set up the—do the outreach, 
recruit people, provide the translation, provide the space, and all 
of that work, for no compensation whatsoever, because they are not 
eligible to receive NFMC funding. And so it’s a real challenge for 
a community-based organization. 

So I encourage us to all think about ways in which we can com-
pensate community-based organizations for the translation and in-
terpretation services that they provide, and also for the case man-
agement that they provide. 

I think earlier we were talking about the differences between the 
face-to-face counseling versus the phone counseling, so a lot of folks 
will come and have many multiple issues, mental health issues, 
etc., that often can’t be dealt with over the phone, and so you have 
this network of community-based groups who haven’t been able to 
meet those needs with the current funding systems. 

So I appreciate the opportunity to testify, and the rest of my 
comments are in my written statement. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hasegawa can be found on page 

58 of the appendix.] 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Cy Richardson. 
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STATEMENT OF CY RICHARDSON, VICE PRESIDENT, HOUSING 
AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Chairwoman Waters, I am Cy Richardson, vice 
president for housing and community development at the National 
Urban League. 

And I very much thank you for the invitation to testify before the 
subcommittee today on the issue of foreclosure prevention, the role 
of housing counseling intermediaries, in this vitally important field 
of service delivery. 

Our views are based on decades of program-delivered experience, 
but many of the key findings are culled from lessons learned from 
the past 18 months through our participation as a grantee under 
the National Foreclosure Mitigation Counseling Program adminis-
tered by NeighborWorks. 

The National Urban League has been a certified HUD housing 
counseling intermediary since 1997, and through the excellent 
work of our local affiliates, we provide various types of housing 
counseling and education services to individuals on a one-on-one 
basis, including the critically important heavy touch, face-to-face 
counseling under the NFMC program. 

I need to be clear that the Urban League believes that in-person, 
one-on-one, face-to-face counseling is the most effective form of 
foreclosure intervention and prevention for individuals in crisis. 

An internal census taken to gauge the service delivery character-
istics of our affiliates in this area reveals that approximately 70 
percent of our clients are African American, 20 percent are white, 
and roughly 10 percent are Hispanic. 

And over the last three fiscal years, we have seen exponential 
growth in the number of homeowners coming to the Urban League 
in search of foreclosure counseling services across each of these ra-
cial categories. 

It must be stated, though, up front, that the National Urban 
League certainly appreciates NeighborWorks’ dedication and dili-
gence with regard to devising the NFMC program design, not to 
mention the sheer hard work it takes to manage the emergency 
funding for foreclosure prevention nationwide. 

However, for the purposes of this hearing, I would like to briefly 
describe the major issues and concerns we have found with 
NeighborWorks and their administration of the program, along 
with clear recommendations for problem resolution. 

First, the way the program is structured, by tying payment to 
goals by geography set at the onset of the year is highly burden-
some and problematic, and ultimately, it creates an ineffective and 
rigid obstacle course that prevents effective draw funds for timely 
reimbursement of services rendered. 

This is a moving, breathing crisis that is changing every day, and 
in real terms, any goals projected are based on old and outdated 
information as soon as they are made, and are likely to be inac-
curate. I hope we can revisit this today. 

Disaggregation of data is an important problem for us. We rec-
ommend a disaggregated approach to payment to intermediaries 
for their affiliates’ work, and there are a number of ways this could 
be done, including payment to intermediaries, the full draw pay-
ments, when the overall threshold is met, or possibly increasing the 
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number and pace of draws to the intermediary, possibly even on a 
monthly basis. 

With regard to variances and the locality service delivery that 
Mr. Wade talked about earlier, currently, variance thresholds are 
at 25 percent, and we must meet or exceed at least 75 percent of 
each established MSA goal or risk deductions from our counseling 
funds. 

We believe NeighborWorks should increase the MSA variance 
threshold to 50 percent, allowing more room for the real and un-
known vagaries of client flow and keeping the funds flowing to our 
top performers. This will give our intermediaries more flexibility to 
reallocate goals as needed, and keep the payments flowing to those 
areas that are on pace. 

We’re also recommending that NeighborWorks reduce and sim-
plify the administrative requirements involved in reporting and 
management, as well as increasing the amount of program-related 
support funds that are allowed for the total counseling award, or 
otherwise helping supplement this funding for other resources. Our 
colleagues can speak about this issue a bit later. 

With regard to issues of client duplication, under the cir-
cumstances, we support the idea put forth by NeighborWorks of ap-
plying a set percentage threshold to all intermediaries on this 
issue, but we believe this percentage should be at least 5 percent. 

The national average, according to NeighborWorks, from the 
database, is 5 percent, not the 3 percent, as they finally agreed and 
codified in recent weeks. 

Finally, in terms of much-needed marketing supports, we rec-
ommend that NeighborWorks allocate $2 million of the $6 million 
recently awarded to them for a rescue scam awareness campaign, 
or some other agreed-upon amount that we can collectively agree 
upon, to facilitate expansion of the campaign and ensure greater 
reach into minority neighborhoods. I know my colleagues will speak 
on this, as well. 

We also believe that together we can make effective changes to 
the design and cooperation of this program that works for both 
Congress and for the agencies doing the actual work to stem the 
foreclosure crisis. 

We trust that you will give due consideration to these issues that 
we have laid out today, as they are obstacles to effective program 
delivery, and it’s in all of our best interests to get this done. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Richardson can be found on page 

85 of the appendix.] 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
Our last witness will be Janis Bowdler. 

STATEMENT OF JANIS BOWDLER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, 
WEALTH-BUILDING POLICY PROJECT, NATIONAL COUNCIL 
OF LA RAZA (NCLR) 

Ms. BOWDLER. Good afternoon. I am Janis Bowdler, the associate 
director of the Wealth-Building Policy Project at NCLR. Thank you 
so much for inviting me. All of you have been really great cham-
pions of the Housing Counseling Program, and that is clear to us. 
We thank you for your support. 
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Latino communities are watching a generation of wealth slip 
through their fingers, and nonprofit housing counseling agencies 
are really on the front lines of this battle, yet support for their 
work has not kept up with demand. 

Congress must strengthen the counseling infrastructure, and 
doing so will ensure that services are widely available to combat 
foreclosure, and in the future, help homeowners avoid common 
lending traps. 

In my testimony today, I’m going to talk a little bit about 
NCLR’s approach to housing counseling, and then I’m also going to 
talk about some of the challenges to implementing the NFMC pro-
gram. 

As you have heard from all of my colleagues already, NCLR is 
one of a couple dozen housing counseling intermediaries. Not many 
people have talked about the role of intermediaries, but that’s im-
portant, as well. 

Intermediaries provide quality control, training, partnerships, de-
velop technology, do a lot of work to advance the housing coun-
seling field in general, and NCLR is the only network that focuses 
specifically on the Latino community. 

Over the last decade, NCLR has used one-on-one counseling to 
help thousands of families secure their first home. As my colleague 
Cy stated, this is the most effective way to reach our communities. 
There are several studies that show that this is a proven method-
ology, especially for communities of color. 

When the foreclosure crisis hit, we applied the same approach to 
foreclosure prevention counseling. In the last 12 months, we coun-
seled over 750,000 delinquent homeowners—I’m sorry—7,500—I 
added a couple of zeroes there, my mistake—in the last 12 months, 
which is a 250 percent increase over our previous year. 

But this approach is not without its costs. On average, it takes 
our counselors 15 hours to help a family through the process. We 
focus on in-depth counseling, because we need to help homeowners 
understand their options, find the best possible resolution, and get 
connected to other resources. 

We don’t focus on phone counseling or provide referrals. Instead, 
we keep our clients in-house, and we work with them all the way 
to the solution. 

The demand for foreclosure prevention is on the rise, but we’re 
concerned that demand is outpacing capacity, and without a robust 
system in place, families are going to get lost with the foreclosure 
scam artists, which brings me to the NFMC program established 
last year. 

The funding was appropriated to NeighborWorks America for 
quick turnaround to counseling agencies. They did successfully 
turn the money around quickly, which is not to be underestimated. 

They are one of our partner intermediaries. We have sat with 
them, worked on the industry standards that Mr. Wade testified 
about earlier, and we have often worked together on public policy 
issues. 

But it’s important for us to bring up the challenges in imple-
menting this program, because it’s having a crippling effect on the 
nonprofits out there trying to meet the needs of their community. 
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Several of the challenges have already been covered, and there’s 
more detail in my testimony, so instead of the five that we have 
outlined in the full testimony, I want to focus on two. 

And that is that the reporting requirements have been extremely 
burdensome. We already had a reporting system in place for HUD 
that had been working for decades, but when this program came 
in place, we had some over 40 additional data fields that we had 
to complete. Technology did not keep up with that. So we all work 
from one of two or three technology platforms. 

Every time they make a change to the system, we have to wait 
for the technology to be updated, which means that we’re all busy 
doing work, but the technology is not capturing the data. That cre-
ates a lag, and homeowners fall through the cracks. We don’t get 
reimbursed. 

As an example, in our first quarter of reporting, NCLR reported 
to HUD 2,000 families. We could only report to NeighborWorks 465 
families. 

Our increased cost to administer the program, you heard that we 
can only capture a small amount of that, our cost increased by 40 
percent to administer these programs, based on TA that we had to 
provide to our network and expanding technology, etc. 

The other is this issue on how the fee structure actually 
incentivizes Level 1 counseling over the more in-depth counseling. 
So let me talk a little bit about this, because it’s very important. 

You get paid, what is it, $100, $150 for that Level 1. It takes 
about 20 minutes to an hour. You can spend all day, over and over, 
doing intake and referral, and earn as many $150 fees as you have 
20 minutes in a day. 

But it takes up to 15 hours over the course of 3 to 6 months, with 
all the challenges working with the servicers, to get reimbursed for 
that last $250. 

Now, there are other challenges that I can go into more in the 
Q&A, but in this way, it makes more sense, and it incentivizes that 
initial intake and referral to get the quick buck, rather than take 
the time to do the most effective counseling, which is the one-on- 
one, and which takes a lot longer, and only pays out a little bit 
more money. 

So that’s why we think we see these really high numbers in 
Level 1, because the incentive is not there. You don’t get paid until 
all the way out at that 6th month, when you have been putting 
time and incurring staff expenses, until you see that resolution. 
That is a huge problem. 

So I’m running out of my time, I’m going to stop there. But the 
rest is in my written statement. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Bowdler can be found on page 
48 of the appendix.] 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you all very much. 
I will now recognize myself for 5 minutes. 
Let me first start with Ms. Hernandez. 
Could you quickly explain to me how you’re connected to the 

HOPE NOW Hotline in a different way than other counselors are? 
You said something about that. 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Yes, I certainly can. 
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First of all, there is no HOPE NOW Hotline. There is only the 
Homeowner’s HOPE Hotline. And the way we are connected to the 
HOPE NOW Alliance is that we are a partner with them, and they 
use their considerable industry outreach capacity to send borrowers 
to the hotline, in hopes that we will capture the data that they 
need to give a jumpstart to the resolution. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Okay. I’m sorry. Is that any different from 
any of the other counseling agencies? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Yes, I think it is. I think we got preferential 
treatment in the HOPE NOW Alliance when Secretary Hank 
Paulson formed the HOPE NOW Alliance in October of 2007, and 
in order for people to be admitted to it, the threshold criteria was 
they would agree to fund counseling at the Homeowner’s HOPE 
Hotline. 

So we’re a partner with HOPE NOW, and we receive funding, 
$150 per case, per completed case, from the servicers, so in your 
earlier questions about the funding stream, ours is pretty clean. 

A homeowner comes in, and they tell us who their servicer is. We 
do a 60-minute counseling session with them. We transmit the data 
to the servicer, and at the end of the month, we bill the servicer. 

And there are—80 percent of the people who call us have loans 
owned by members of the HOPE NOW Alliance. The other 20 per-
cent call us— 

Chairwoman WATERS. Do you also bill NeighborWorks? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. We bill NeighborWorks. Right. 
Chairwoman WATERS. And how do you get paid for that? I mean, 

the service that you just described, that you get $150 from the 
servicers for? How do you calculate or value? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Oh. It costs, our service costs $150. So between 
our overhead and the triage call center, the call center workers 
who do the intake, and the counselors, the 9 counseling agencies, 
the cost is $150 altogether. So we collect $150 from the servicer. 
We retain, from the servicer payment, $30 of that for our overhead 
in triage— 

Chairwoman WATERS. No, no, no, no. My question is, how much 
do you collect from NeighborWorks? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. And then, yes, so we collect $150 per session 
from NeighborWorks. 

Chairwoman WATERS. So you’re getting $150 from the servicer 
and $150 from NeighborWorks? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. No. Every session is only funded by either a 
servicer or NeighborWorks. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Oh. 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. There’s never— 
Chairwoman WATERS. Is that right? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. Right. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Okay. 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. So we use the NeighborWorks money to fund 

the counseling for borrowers who don’t belong to the HOPE NOW 
Alliance servicer ranks. 

Chairwoman WATERS. So do you do face-to-face counseling, also? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. We don’t. We only do telephone counseling. 
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Chairwoman WATERS. How large is your organization? I mean, 
where are you located, and do you have chapters, or offices in 
places other than one city or one State? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Yes. We are a 501C-3. Our headquarters is in 
Minneapolis. We contract with nine large HUD-approved nonprofit 
counseling agencies all over the country. And they are, I think, in 
about 23 cities. So they are on contract with us. They are vendors 
for this service. 

Chairwoman WATERS. How do they— 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. We have 10 people on our core staff and 6 mem-

bers on our board. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Okay. How do your—those that you con-

tract with, how do they get paid, and do they get paid $150, also? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. They get paid—we retain $30 of the servicer 

money. They get paid $120. So we develop an annual contract with 
them, and they have performance goals, and they have standards 
of excellence that they must meet, and we have quality control au-
dits— 

Chairwoman WATERS. So that get $120 whether or not they’re 
doing what would be considered Level 1 or Level 2 or Level 3, it 
doesn’t matter? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. It’s all Level 1. 
Chairwoman WATERS. All Level 1? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. Yes. 
Chairwoman WATERS. So this $150 for you, $120 for those you 

contract with, simply is for answering the phone and taking a 
name and telephone number, and referring them someplace else? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. No. No. The $150 that we collect from either 
servicers or NeighborWorks is for a comprehensive counseling ses-
sion. That’s the only way we reimburse, is for a comprehensive 
counseling session— 

Chairwoman WATERS. What does that mean? Does that mean 
you— 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. That means that the— 
Chairwoman WATERS. —you follow through to loan modifica-

tions? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. We follow through with the servicer to send the 

data. If there is a foreclosure date pending, we’re on the phone 
with the servicer. If the homeowner chooses, they can contact their 
counselor back and say, ‘‘They have offered me this mod or this re-
payment, do you think it’s a good deal?’’ 

Chairwoman WATERS. Okay. Let me just say this. I have done 
implementation of loan modifications from my office, and what hap-
pens is, when I contact the servicer, any number of things can hap-
pen. 

One is, they could they inexperienced. They give me a waiver, my 
constituent, to talk to the servicer. 

If that servicer has not taken into consideration, for example, 
that Social Security is income that has not been calculated into the 
consideration, and I bring that up and I say, ‘‘And maybe you 
should consider this and that and the other,’’ and they have been 
talking with them already, and then they say, ‘‘Okay, all right, 
we’ll take another look at this,’’ and I follow it, follow it, follow it, 
until either I get a loan modification or not. 
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Is that what you’re doing? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. No. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Okay. All right. 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. Can I just compliment you on— 
Chairwoman WATERS. No, no, no. I’m going to go on to—well, my 

time is up, so I’m going to go to Mr. Cleaver, and then perhaps 
we’ll have another round. Thank you. 

Mr. Cleaver? 
Mr. CLEAVER. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
Let me welcome Colleen Hernandez from the Fifth Congressional 

District, who was pretty much the housing czar with the Kansas 
City Neighborhood Alliance for years in Kansas City, and I wanted 
to welcome her here. 

I want to go to Mr. Richardson, first of all. 
I don’t know if you were here when Mr. Wade was giving testi-

mony. I asked him the question about the face-to-face versus tele-
phone. 

I mean, it’s not a trick question. I don’t know. But you seem to 
be a bit more emphatic that face-to-face was far more workable 
than—Mr. Wade suggested that there needed to be research, em-
pirical data. 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No. I would take issue with that statement, for 
two reasons. 

One, there is quantitative data to suggest that one-on-one, face- 
to-face customized counseling generates the best and better out-
comes for clients. 

And two, for organizations like ours that are interested in stabi-
lizing households, you have to develop relationships that cannot be 
generated telephonically. 

They can only be understood, diagnosed, and possibly solved 
through many hours, as my colleague Janis said, of in-depth con-
versation and relationship building with the client, so there’s no 
controversy around that, as far as we’re concerned. 

Mr. CLEAVER. Are you sure? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CLEAVER. I’m—that’s a rhetorical question. 
Ms. HASEGAWA. Second. Third. 
Mr. CLEAVER. Oh, okay. Well, yes. Then— 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Cleaver, if I can just add, treating clients 

as commodities in this crisis is wrong. 
Mr. CLEAVER. Well, then, if you’re right, if you’re correct, and I 

don’t have any reason to question the authenticity of what you and 
Ms. Bowdler have stated, then don’t you think we can maybe make 
some adjustments? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Absolutely. I think we need to address some of 
the key points that we have made in terms of program design 
amendments. 

NeighborWorks needs to understand that most groups that are 
serving a predominantly minority constituency are dealing with the 
hardest to serve cases. These cannot be solved over the phone. 
These can be solved only by rolling one’s sleeves up and asking the 
core, key questions that will get to the root cause. 

In many cases, as it was identified in the New York Times today, 
it’s our folks who are in these bad products. You cannot get them 
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out of these bad products in 20 minutes on the telephone. It takes 
time, effort, and we do—80 percent of our work is Level 3, that 
face-to-face counseling that should end in a resolution. 

Only about a quarter of our work is Level 1, and we prefer to 
see it through until we get folks to Level 3. 

Mr. CLEAVER. I’m assuming ditto, ditto? 
Ms. HASEGAWA. I’ll just say one thing about the phone coun-

seling. I think that there are situations where, for our commu-
nities, you know, some of our counseling organizations, like that 
speak Thai, for example, they’re getting calls from across the coun-
try, because they don’t have those, you know, services that are 
available and accessible in the language. 

So that’s why we are working to provide some telephonic inter-
pretation services, but I still think that the preference would be for 
the face-to-face in terms of the long-term wellbeing of the families. 

Mr. CLEAVER. We need the face-to-face. That would be the pre-
dominant of dealing with the crisis. But we would also need to 
have telephonic— 

Ms. HASEGAWA. Supplement, as a supplement, absolutely. 
Mr. CLEAVER. Yes, okay. 
Yes, Ms. Keating? 
Ms. KEATING. Congressman Cleaver, the NFCC’s position is it 

ought to be about client choice. Services ought to be delivered in 
any way that is going to get us to a solution and help stabilize that 
family. 

Mr. CLEAVER. Yes, I am for that. I don’t think you’re going to 
find anybody in here who—well, let me just speak for myself. I 
agree with you. And that is why I have been raising the question, 
trying to find out what works, because I think whatever it is that 
works is what people will move toward. 

And so I want to come back—Ms. Hernandez, is the best tech-
nology being utilized presently? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. No, it’s not. 
And if I could comment on something that was just said a few 

minutes ago, we do not envision this as a battle between telephone 
counseling and face-to-face counseling. I agree 100 percent with 
what Susan Keating just said, that the consumer should have a 
choice in how they want this service delivered. 

In the first week in February, we convened a meeting where we 
said to every intermediary that we could talk to, ‘‘Can we send 
calls straight to you from our triage call center?’’; and in response 
to that, we have added 600 new agencies, so that we say to the con-
sumer, ‘‘Do you want this in person or do you want it on the 
phone?’’ 

Ten percent want it in person, and 90 percent want it on the 
phone. Why do they want it on the phone? Mainly because it’s free 
and it’s convenient, and partly because there’s a measure of ano-
nymity. They’re a little bit embarrassed, and they like the fact that 
they can get the help that they need. 

So I would take issue with the fact that this is commoditizing a 
client, that in fact, ours is a full, comprehensive real counseling 
service that takes it through resolution if the homeowner decides 
to engage us at that level. 
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But in response to your question, and I’m delighted to have that 
question, is technology being used to the fullest, we all know that 
servicers are at capacity, that it takes too long to get to resolution, 
and one of our affiliates, the Consumer Credit Counseling Services 
of Atlanta, has piloted a technological solution with Wells Fargo, 
and now with Bank of America, called Early Resolution Counseling 
Portal, and they are having, to your point, they are having tremen-
dous results in expediting with every single person who calls. 

What happens is, when a telephone counselor, somebody calls in 
and they listen to the story on the phone, they can get on their 
computer screen what the loan facts are, how delinquent are they, 
who is their servicer. But the most important thing they get is, 
what are the investor work rules. 

So when they propose a solution to the servicer, that has already 
been vetted through the investor work rules. That’s one of the big-
gest impediments that slows things down. 

This technology has been piloted for the last 16 months in At-
lanta with Wells Fargo. We believe that industry should migrate 
to that and migrate quickly. We think it would greatly expedite— 

Mr. CLEAVER. Why isn’t it happening? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. I think that’s a good question for the committee 

to ask the servicing industry. I don’t know why it isn’t happening. 
We’re certainly doing everything we can to promote it. 

Mr. CLEAVER. Ms. Bowdler? 
Ms. BOWDLER. A follow-up on something. Coming back to the 

issue of telephone counseling versus in-person counseling, I don’t 
doubt that folks who come through the hotline, that a certain per-
centage of them in fact prefer phone counseling, but I think what’s 
important for the communities that we serve, the communities of 
color, they have been hardest hit. They have the most complicated 
of situations. They were the targets of predatory lending. They are 
in the communities where they’re seeing their home values go 
down. 

It’s infinitely more complicated to deal with that, which doesn’t 
lend itself well to the phone issue. 

On the technology issue, excellent points on the need for better 
technology to relate to the servicers, but we’re still also struggling 
for technology to relate with one another. 

So a constant problem is, on the one hand, we want to be able 
to partner with the hotline and get those referrals, but oftentimes, 
we get referrals without information, which means we have to start 
from scratch, but because the hotline has already inputted that 
data, as Mr. Wade was describing earlier, they get credit for that 
Level 1, which means our initial $150 is already spent. We have 
$200 left to collect. And we have to work for the next 6 months in 
a dysfunctional system to try to collect it. 

Mr. CLEAVER. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Green. 
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
And I would like to, Madam Chairwoman, recognize Ms. 

Hasegawa, Lisa, for her outstanding work. She has been working 
on these issues for some time now, and a lot of what she does is 
done without any degree of compensation other than just knowing 
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that you have done a good deed, and my suspicion is that applies 
to all of you. 

Let me ask, if you would, Lisa, could you kindly give us some ex-
amples of why we might need to be sensitive to culture, some rea-
sons why culture, having persons who can relate to cultures is im-
portant? 

Ms. HASEGAWA. Sure, absolutely. 
I think that I’ll use an Asian American example and a Native 

American Hawaiian example. 
With Native Hawaiian communities, we are working with the 

Council for Native Hawaiian Advancement and the Hawaiian Com-
munity Assets. 

Even though language is not an issue in that situation, culture 
and understanding of how some of the loans are structured on Na-
tive Hawaiian homelands, and sort of the communication style, 
even in English, right, with Native Hawaiians, and that trust is ex-
tremely important, because there is a mistrust of existing govern-
ment systems, right, and programs, that have for years and years 
discriminated against Native Hawaiian communities. 

And so I think that is the approach, the trust and the relation-
ships that the Native Hawaiian community-based organizations 
have, has been critical to their success, and this is where language 
is not an issue. 

And then similarly, I think that because of the linguistic isola-
tion of many of the communities, there are a lot of referrals to 
friend or family, etc., and so it creates this environment where they 
don’t have access to accurate information about what options are 
available, and so because of that, we have heard, for example, of 
some scams that were going on in the Lao community in Min-
nesota. 

They were offering, you know, to do a refi. So they were in actu-
ally really good loans, and then, like 7 percent, and then they got 
into 14 percent loans for a cashout refi, and the whole scam basi-
cally was saying that you would get two tickets to go home to Laos, 
right. 

And so these are things that prey upon, you know, people’s life-
long dreams to go home, right, and to take their families with 
them, and so some people took that, thinking that their, you know, 
price for their home was going to go up, etc., and then they found 
themselves in a really bad situation. 

So there are things like that that are happening, that are very, 
you know—and I talked to some community leaders in Minnesota, 
and they said, ‘‘Oh, we thought that the foreclosure crisis was only 
going on in Minneapolis,’’ you know, with the Lao community, be-
cause there’s just that lack of information in those communities, 
except for the scams that are being taken advantage of with ethnic 
media. 

The people who are at the scam are really good at doing outreach 
and using ethnic media, and so if they can do it, we should be able 
to do it. 

Mr. GREEN. And with reference to intermediaries, is it true 
that—I think this has been addressed—we have no AAPI inter-
mediaries? 
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Ms. HASEGAWA. That is correct. We have been building—one of 
the criteria to become a national HUD housing counseling inter-
mediary is, you have to have a nine-State network. 

And so we have been working very hard to make sure that we 
have HUD-approved counseling agencies that are also funded and 
have the capacity to be able to have that nine-State network. Then 
we would have to apply to become a HUD housing counseling inter-
mediary, and then that would just be the eligibility, and then we 
would have to then apply to get funding from HUD, and then to 
able to partner. 

So it is a process that we have had to go through, and we have 
talked to HUD about the possibility, and they are awaiting our ap-
plication. 

Mr. GREEN. Well, I would like to offer assistance with this proc-
ess, and if you need the assistance, please contact the congressional 
office so that we can be of assistance to you. 

Ms. HASEGAWA. Thank you, Congressman. 
Mr. GREEN. And I’m concerned about this, because in my con-

gressional district— 
Ms. HASEGAWA. That’s right. 
Mr. GREEN. —we have the ballot printed in three languages. 
Ms. HASEGAWA. Yes. 
Mr. GREEN. The ballot is in English, Spanish, and Vietnamese— 
Ms. HASEGAWA. Yes. 
Mr. GREEN. —soon to be in Chinese, and if we can diversify with 

a ballot to this extent, surely we can diversity with the inter-
mediaries and make sure that all communities are receiving the 
kind of assistance that’s available and that’s necessary. 

Ms. HASEGAWA. Absolutely. 
I’ll just bring up one comment that I have in my testimony, and 

that’s Title 6, and obligations of NeighborWorks America, Freddie 
Mac and Fannie Mae, and HUD in particular, with the Making 
Home Affordable Program. 

One of the qualifications, eligibility requirements to have access 
to some of these products is that you have to have housing coun-
seling, go through a housing counseling session, and that’s all well 
and good if you speak English, or if, you know, you happen to live 
in a city where there is a bilingual HUD-certified housing coun-
seling organization or counselor. 

And so that we are very concerned about the disparate impact 
and access that our communities are going to and other limited 
English-proficient communities are going to have to those products, 
given the problems with the system that currently exists. 

So Title 6 is the discrimination based on race and national ori-
gin, and discrimination based on language spoken is one of those 
forms of discrimination. 

NeighborWorks has consistently told us that they don’t feel that 
they are obligated to Title 6 because they get a direct appropriation 
from Congress and that it’s not a Federal grant. 

So we have been going back and forth with them on that, and 
I think that one of my recommendations was to get clarification on 
that issue, and also now that Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae are also 
regulated by HUD in a new way, I would ask to reconsider whether 
they also may be obligated. 
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But it is the case that financial services organizations are not ob-
ligated, and so that has been a challenge. 

And I would also say that any recipient of HUD funding is obli-
gated to Title 6. 

And so there’s the obligation and then there’s also the enforce-
ment of the obligation— 

Mr. GREEN. My time is up, but I’m going to ask you, if you 
would, to contact our office so that we can further these discus-
sions. 

Ms. HASEGAWA. Absolutely. 
Mr. GREEN. Thank you. 
Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
Ms. Capito. 
Mrs. CAPITO. Thank you. 
I would just like to go down the row. I want to ask—I’ll ask three 

questions, and they should be fairly short. 
How many people have you served with your—through the coun-

seling, housing counseling; how much money has your organization 
received; and have you received any of the money for the legal 
counsel, or the legal assistance? 

Ms. Hernandez? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. In the last 16 months, we have served 486,000 

people with the Homeowner’s HOPE Hotline counseling. The Fed-
eral grant that we have—our annual budget is $62 million; $15 
million of that is from Federal sources, from NeighborWorks 
NFMC. And your third question on legal, we have received no legal 
funding. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. Thank you. 
Ms. Keating? 
Ms. KEATING. Do you want me to answer that question? 
Mrs. CAPITO. Sure. 
Ms. KEATING. Actually, through the NFMCP, our intermediary 

agencies have conducted just under 70,000 actual sessions, and we 
have received the highest level award available in Round 1, which 
was the $15 million in NeighborWorks funding. 

Mrs. CAPITO. And did you get any of the legal? 
Ms. KEATING. Yes, we did, $1.7 million. 
Mrs. CAPITO. Have you spent that? 
Ms. KEATING. No, we have not. We are in the process now of exe-

cuting against that. 
Mrs. CAPITO. Let me ask you, as a clarification question, you re-

ceive your funding from NeighborWorks and then you fund down 
to a sub-grantee, correct? 

Ms. KEATING. Yes, we do. 
Mrs. CAPITO. And then what is your administrative fee on that? 
Ms. KEATING. It is 4 percent. There were also program dollars 

available in Round 1. We distributed most of the program dollars 
out to agencies so that they could actually build capacity and basi-
cally address the needs of their communities. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. Thank you. 
Ms. HASEGAWA. We currently don’t get any money directly from 

NFMC for the reasons I stated earlier. We do have a contract with 
the Homeownership Preservation Foundation for translation for 
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their hotline, that we’re currently working on the technological sys-
tems issues, to try to figure out. 

We had a $15,000 grant, which I do not think was NFMC fund-
ing, to do outreach planning, and that was from NeighborWorks, 
but we currently don’t get any funding. Some of our member orga-
nizations do get funding through the National Council of La Raza 
as sub-grantees. 

In terms of the numbers of people, it would be included in Janis’ 
numbers, and we don’t—we’re not collecting that data, because 
we’re not the intermediary, and we don’t get any legal money, ei-
ther. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. Thank you. 
Mr. RICHARDSON. In Round 1, we served approximately 4,600 cli-

ents and our appropriation was about $1.2 million, in Round 1, 
NFMC, and we did not go in for any of the legal assistance funds. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Thank you. 
Ms. BOWDLER. Also for Round 1, we got $2 million. We served 

7,500 families—this time I got my number right—and we received 
no legal assistance, money for legal assistance. And we include six 
national capacities groups. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Your funding comes down through NeighborWorks, 
then, right? 

Ms. BOWDLER. That was just the money we got through the 
NFMC program, yes, through NeighborWorks. 

Mrs. CAPITO. Okay. That’s really all I wanted to know, just for 
informational purposes. Thank you. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
I would like to also give this panel a second round, since we have 

so few members here, and I will first yield myself another 5 min-
utes. 

I would like to go back to the Homeownership Preservation 
Foundation, and let me just say this, that you do have a lot of sup-
port, all of you, all of the counseling agencies in and the Congress 
of the United States. We’re anxious to have families have coun-
seling assistance and services. 

We’re really focused on the foreclosure problem that we have, 
and we really want these counseling services to be very, very 
strong in helping to get loan modifications. 

So I am trying to figure out how to do that. The numbers are ris-
ing, and we don’t seem to be making much of a dent that we can 
see. 

And one of the things I’m going to have to do is find out how you 
calculate, how do you get your numbers, because there is some con-
fusion here. 

Let me first understand, Homeownership Preservation Founda-
tion, you get your referrals through the HOPE line; is that right? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. We own and operate the Homeowner’s HOPE 
Hotline. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Okay. And then do you refer them to these 
other counseling agencies, or do you do what is necessary to con-
nect those callers with the servicer? What do you do? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. We do all three of those things, and we are very 
focused on doing what the consumer asks to be done. So— 
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Chairwoman WATERS. Do you follow up when you do—a con-
sumer calls you, and you connect them or put them in touch with 
the servicer; do you follow up to see if there was a loan modifica-
tion, or you simply turn it over to the servicer? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. We leave it to the—at the end of a 60-minute 
counseling session, the counselor says, ‘‘Here’s my name, here’s my 
direct number. I’m sending your file to the servicer. And if you 
don’t hear back from them in 5 to 10 business days, call me back 
and let’s follow up.’’ That’s one kind of case. 

Another kind of case is if there is a foreclosure date pending, the 
counselor gets the servicer on the phone and they work towards a 
resolution. 

The third kind of case is the one through ERCP, where they have 
live connection between the counselor and the servicer, both fo-
cused on the solution, while the homeowner is on the line. That, 
frankly, is our preference, because it expedites resolution. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Now, all of those you consider in the 
Group 1 category where you get paid $150 for each of those kinds 
of services? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Yes. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Okay. And how many referrals do you 

make to other counseling agencies? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. Not as many as we would like. When the home-

owner calls the hotline, 30 percent of the time, they don’t want to 
talk to a counselor, they just have a question, they just have a sim-
ple question like, ‘‘Is your service in Spanish, are you open on Sun-
day, how do I reach my servicer,’’ etc. 

The other 70 percent want to talk to a counselor, and at that 
point, the call center worker says, ‘‘Do you want this service in per-
son, in your community, or do you want it on the telephone now?’’ 

And the person—if they want it in person, in their community, 
then we have a locator database that we have requested the inter-
mediaries join, and if somebody says, ‘‘I want it in person,’’ we find 
in our locator database the three counseling agencies nearest to 
them, and we give them the contact information. That’s the end of 
it. We don’t bill anybody for that. 

Then, when they call the intermediary, they call the agency that 
we referred them to, that agency can bill NFMC for a Level 3 $450 
session if, in fact, that’s what they conduct. So— 

Chairwoman WATERS. So if a citizen calls you and you refer them 
to the servicer, you get information, you connect with their 
servicer, and they call another agency, is that considered a duplica-
tion? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. If we counsel them—yes, if we counsel them 
through Level 1, and at the end of that, we connect them to a 
servicer, and we file first, then—and somebody else files later, then 
that would be considered a duplication. 

Chairwoman WATERS. So if that person that you refer them to, 
if that person—if the person you referred says, ‘‘Well, the servicer 
was supposed to call me back, I never heard from him, so I called 
back, and I was referred to this other place, and I called this other 
counseling agency, and guess what they did? They not only got the 
servicer, but they got me a loan modification.’’ Is that a duplica-
tion? 
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Ms. BOWDLER. The way I understand how it works is, if through 
the hotline they receive that initial intake, they bill, they get $150. 

If they were to come see an NCLR group, even if we had to start 
from scratch, we can still only bill for Level 2 and 3, which is $200. 

So if they were to have come to me first, I could bill for the whole 
thing, but because they went there first, I can still bill for that 
$200, but I can’t get the initial payment. That would be considered 
a duplication. 

And then as I stated, the impact is that we end up doing work 
that takes months, and we only—not only do we only get paid $200 
for it, but— 

Chairwoman WATERS. How many—rather than how many, how 
many of you feel that you’re getting—you’re servicing in what 
would be described as a duplicative way, clients who have talked 
to someone else first, and didn’t get satisfaction, or maybe they 
were connected to a servicer who didn’t follow up, and you’re doing 
the second and third level work; how many of you find yourselves 
in that position? 

Ms. KEATING. Chairwoman, if I— 
Chairwoman WATERS. Yes. 
Ms. KEATING. —may, we do see examples of that. 
I think one of the issues, and you have been touching on this 

throughout the hearing, is on how the government-sponsored hot-
line was initially set up, it was very focused through one inter-
mediary. 

Those agencies were only providing Level 1 services, and that 
created this artificial notion of what is Level 1 or Level 2, rather 
than starting with the homeowner, and—whether it is face-to-face, 
by phone, or whatever—getting at the root cause and working to-
wards solutions. 

So I would just say, even though there have been some recent 
changes with the hotline, where a second question is being asked, 
there is spillover. If this is going to be the government-sanctioned 
hotline, we have to figure out how to use the full capacity of all 
the HUD intermediaries and all those agencies, whether it be by 
phone, face-to-face, whatever, and provide all the resources to deal 
with this problem right now. Even with all of our resources to-
gether, we cannot fix what has happened in America here. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Let me just ask, do you any of you believe 
that every housing counseling agency should train and develop peo-
ple to really help implement loan modifications, and from intake to 
finish, you should be responsible for it? 

Ms. KEATING. I would say it really depends on the client and 
what the situation is. 

Congresswoman, I would say that’s really going to vary. It’s also 
going to vary depending upon the type of the loan and so forth. 

So I would just say I think we need very well-trained counselors. 
For instance, at the NFCC, all counselors are certified. They go 
through extensive housing certification and so forth, to provide 
these services. 

Can they actually be negotiating all the loans, given the com-
plexity, and the creative that are out there? They can probably 
take it to a point. 
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What they have to be able to do is reach the servicer and be able 
to talk and be the advocate for the consumer, and have all the 
facts, and have taken the time to get all the facts and information, 
so that they can be that advocate, and work through, again, to get 
a modification taken care of. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Green. 
Mr. GREEN. Yes. I would like to follow up on what the Chair is 

bringing to our attention, because it seems to me that we’re encour-
aging, as has been said, the intake process, which is 20 minutes, 
and then we find some other entities having to go through this 20- 
week process, which will net a lot less, I hate to say cash, but 
money, and a lot of the people are working, trying to make a living, 
who are performing the services. 

So why would we not want the intake person or entity to take 
this to fruition, as opposed to passing on the hard work to someone 
else? That was the question. And I would like to just hear another 
answer to that question. 

Why is it that we won’t pursue it with one entity, so that we 
don’t find this incentive to take the 20-minute way out, as opposed 
to the 20-week way out? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Could I respond? 
Mr. GREEN. Please. 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. First of all, the work that we do is not 20- 

minute work. Our average counseling session is 60 minutes, and 
that’s at the consumer’s choice. We can complete that process in 60 
minutes. 

We, as I mentioned, when Congressman Cleaver was asking, 
what works, we’re very focused on what keeps the homeowner in 
the home and helps them avoid foreclosure. Seventy percent of the 
time, our people stay in the home a year later, and avoid fore-
closure. So we are completely committed to resolution in our model 
set. 

And so there is an intake function that is our call center, but 
what is not being clear here is that, from the call center, we trans-
fer people, we—if the consumer wants to talk to a face-to-face coun-
selor, and that’s their choice, then we transfer them immediately. 
We don’t bill anybody for that. We’re not competing with that. 

We’re saying to the consumer, ‘‘What do you want?’’ And if they 
want face-to-face—10 percent of the time they do—then we connect 
them, if there is somebody in their community who offers that serv-
ice. 

Mr. GREEN. Ms. Hernandez, permit me to ask, and this is only 
for edification purposes, if you take 60 minutes, let’s make it 60 
minutes, but when you’re finished, you receive about $150 for the 
Level 1, right? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Yes. 
Mr. GREEN. Now, assuming that the problem is not arrested at 

this point, the Level 2 is where there may be many more minutes 
than 60, many more hours. 

And the concern that I’m raising is, if we don’t do something 
with the 60-minute process that sort of connects the 60-minute per-
son with the longevity, what we have done is, we’re passing the 
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toughest part of this battle to people who are going to receive a lot 
less in terms of an emolument. 

Now, if I’m incorrect, I would like to have someone to help me. 
Would you like to jump in, Mr. Richardson? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. I would like to— 
Mr. GREEN. Please. 
Mr. RICHARDSON. —as a coda to that point, I’ll say this. We glad-

ly take on that work, because—and hopefully, we’ll be able to re-
solve the compensation issues with NeighborWorks. 

But we gladly take on that work, because we are in the house-
hold stabilization business. We ask the question, what is the root 
cause of the foreclosure; is it a job loss; is it a health crisis; is it 
a family crisis? And we, and La Raza and others, have programs 
that respond to that. 

We try to stabilize the entire situation, and not look myopically 
at just the question about what caused— 

Mr. GREEN. Well, permit me to ask you this: What percentage of 
your cases start out as Level 1 cases? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Roughly a quarter. 
Mr. GREEN. So 75 percent do not start out as Level 1? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Correct. 
Mr. GREEN. See, listen, now. We’re talking about fundamental 

fairness at this point. If 75 percent of your cases don’t start out as 
Level 1, then I have in my mind a concern with reference to wheth-
er or not you should be getting the other 75 percent of that Level 
1 business, as well. 

We want everybody to be treated fairly. That’s all that I’m trying 
to raise now. And I think Ms. Bowdler, I think you initiated this. 

What percentage of your business is Level 1? 
Ms. BOWDLER. How many do we get referred from the hotline? 
Mr. GREEN. Yes. 
Ms. BOWDLER. That I don’t actually know. I think a larger por-

tion of ours probably come in the door straightaway. 
But we get a lot of—we have heard a lot of complaints and issues 

around Spanish language capacity. So we have a lot of overflow of 
folks who weren’t able to get Spanish language service from other 
places. So we have to start over at Level 1 with everybody. 

Mr. GREEN. I believe you start at Level 1, but you’re not com-
pensated at Level 1. 

Ms. BOWDLER. Right, that’s right. 
Mr. GREEN. Okay. So I’m really looking at a compensation issue 

now. 
Ms. BOWDLER. That number, I’m sorry, I don’t know off the top 

of my head, but I can get it to you. 
Mr. GREEN. Okay. 
Madam Chairwoman, my time is up, but I can sense that there 

is a fairness and equity issue that we have not quite addressed ap-
propriately, and I’m not sure where we go, but I can sense it. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Mr. Green, I think you’re right, and we 
have been trying to get at that, because we’re unveiling informa-
tion that we simply did not understand or know prior to today. I 
think it’s becoming clearer to us what is happening. 

Like I said, we want good counseling. We want everybody to be 
involved. But there appears to be something here that we’re going 
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to have to correct, and namely, one of the things that I see is pre-
cisely what you’re getting at, and that is, it appears that one agen-
cy that’s getting the referrals is getting paid for the Level 1. I don’t 
know whether they’re spending 20 minutes or 1 hour, or they’re re-
ferring to the servicer with no followup, and they’re getting paid. 

They’re showing back up, perhaps, are the ones who are taking 
them from start to finish, or putting more time, more work in. But 
certainly, when they show back up, they’re not getting the Level 
1 $150. 

One more question, if I may, and that is, I would like to know, 
Ms. Hernandez, where do you get your 70 percent? And tell me— 
I’m told by my staff that somehow you’re relying on RealtyTrac to 
help you come up with these numbers. How do you do that? 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. No, not RealtyTrac, the credit bureaus. So this 
was a study done by our affiliate, Consumer Credit Counseling 
Services of Atlanta on 21,234 people that they counseled through 
the HOPE Hotline with comprehensive counseling in 2007. 

They took that case file, they fast-forwarded a year, and they 
looked at credit bureau statistics to say, ‘‘Have you in fact gone 
through foreclosure?’’ Then they also bumped that data up against 
the address, up against RealtyTrac, to see if, in fact, the address 
a year later was the same as the address the client reported. 

So their data, that it was in fact 71 percent were still in their 
homes, and had avoided foreclosure, came from credit bureaus, so 
that foreclosure shows up on the credit report, and it did not show 
up on these credit reports. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Our information says after 1 year, they 
collected data from credit bureaus and RealtyTrac. 

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Yes. So that’s what I— 
Chairwoman WATERS. Well, I want to know, what role did 

RealtyTrac play? 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. The RealtyTrac was just the address, so if a cli-

ent reported, ‘‘I’m at this address when I’m counseled,’’ and a year 
later, am I still at the same address, did that address go through 
foreclosure, that’s what RealtyTrac tracks. 

Then we would know from that part of the database whether or 
not the property had gone through foreclosure, but we know from 
the homeowner, from their credit bureaus, that they did not go to 
foreclosure, they avoided foreclosure, they were still in their homes. 

Chairwoman WATERS. We’re going to have to take a look at this. 
Ms. HERNANDEZ. We welcome that. 
Chairwoman WATERS. The calculation of data. Yes. I’m sorry. We 

have held you here for a long time. 
And Mr. Cleaver, did you have any last questions that you would 

like to ask? 
Mr. CLEAVER. No. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Let me just say to our panelists today, 

thank you so very much. Don’t forget, we’re committed to strength-
ening counseling. None of us here are afraid to ask for money. We 
want to do that. 

But we have to make sure that we have fairness in the system, 
we have to make sure that we’re not simply a referral agency going 
back to the same people who have been collecting the fees and 
doing the foreclosures to begin with. 
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Don’t forget, we’re talking to servicers, and we don’t want to just 
leave people in the hands of servicers and not follow it through, 
and know whether or not, for sure, without relying on data that’s 
coming from places that, you know, we can’t really confirm. 

Based on our own work, we want to know whether they got a 
modification or not. 

And so I’m going to try and lead this committee through chang-
ing some of the rules of this game so that everybody has access, 
everybody’s getting paid. I would like to see you get more money. 

But I’m not so sure about this Level 1, 2, 3, stuff. I want people 
who know how to do it, and know how to get those loan modifica-
tions and not simply refer people and leave them in the hands of 
servicers. 

So thank you so much for being here today. We look forward to 
working with you. 

Ms. KEATING. Thank you very much. 
Chairwoman WATERS. The Chair notes that some members may 

have additional questions for this panel, which they may wish to 
submit in writing. Without objection, the hearing record will re-
main open for 30 days for members to submit written questions to 
these witnesses and to place their responses in the record. 

The panel is now dismissed. Thank you very much. 
Before we adjourn, the written statement of the following organi-

zation will be made part of the record of this hearing: The Housing 
Partnership Network. 

The hearing is now adjourned. Thank you very much. 
[Whereupon, at 5:13 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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